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ABSTRACT
This manuscript is an attempt to offer a serious philosophical view
of various administrative styles within the framework of general systems
theory while, at the same time, keeping a balance with our interest and
our understanding of the application of theory in our everyday practice
of administration and mental health principles
.
In similar fashion, the writing style used is an effort to make the
obtuse, rigorous and otherwise difficult to understand theories applicable
to our lives... for, in fact, these theories are drawn from our life expe-
riences and need to be understood as such. A personal, humanistic ap-
proach to administration is thereby presented in a personal, open writing
style. This is in accord with the paper's theme that our administrative
style must exemplify and be in agreement with our organizational goals in
order that human service delivery be made effective and meaningful.
If the agenda of an organization is the delivery of mental health
services, the hidden agenda is the mental health of the delivery
system
v
vi
itself... the people who make up the organization.
A concept seldom used was reviewed ... the application of mental
health principles to the administration of mental health (or other) human
delivery systems. My position is that only as administrators and leaders
preate for themselves an environment of individual responsibility, open-
ness, closeness, clear communication and humanness (e.g. good mental
health) can they then create a similar atmosphere for staff-persons
,
who
can then, in turn, effectively deliver worthwhile mental health services
to others
.
This theme is developed through a discussion of the following topics:
a statement of the problem; a historical review of management theories
and the i r philosophical assumptions about the nature of man; a presentation
of general systems theory; the application of communicat ions theory; a
review of on-duty and off-duty job benefits; the application of the above
theories to staff-persons and consumer-persons; a brief discussion con-
cerning the size of an organization; and programming for population groups
through a new tool called the Slide-Rule Principle.
vii
A leader is best
When people barely know that he exists
Not so good when people obey and acclaim him,
Worst when they despise him.
Fail to honor people,
They fail to honor you;
But of a good leader, who talks little,
When his work is done, his aim fulfilled,
They will all say, "We did this ourselves."
Lao Tzu, 517 B. C.
INTRODUCTION:
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This dissertation is addressed to two problems. The first area of
interest relates to a topic, and the second is concerned with the style
of the presentation, itself.
Statement of the first problem : Human service organizations, on
the whole, tend to apply industrial management principles to their own
administrative procedures. A problem is thus created as this incongru-
ence tends to work against the principles and goals of the human service
delivery organization. This dissertation will consider the application
of behavioral and social science principles to the administrative ap-
proach of human service organizations. The intent is to develop and
preserve a consistency between the goals of the organization, the ad-
ministrative approach, and the mental health of the people that make up
the organization.
Statement of the second problem : Theory, although developed from
life experiences
,
is often formulated and perceived on a level above and
removed from life. The resulting problem is the troublesome chore of
understanding obtuse theory and trying to apply the theory to life. This
dissertation will attempt to develop a presentation style that will per-
serve l) the life base of theory and 2) the application of theory into
practice in an understandable way.
Statement of the four aims :
The first aim of this dissertation is to use general systems theory
as a theoretical base for looking at administration. Within this frame-
viii
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work, administration will be viewed as an integral segment of human
service delivery rather than a separate business part of the organi-
zation.
A second aim is to clarify that there are numerous administrative
styles from which we can make a choice. Each style has a philosophical
view of the nature of man and each style of administration has its own
particular effect upon people.
Another aim is to develop a media or writing style through which
theory is applied to practice in a pragmatic, usable fashion.
The last aim is to offer a new tool called the "Slide-Rule Prin-
ciple." This tool can be used to assist programmers in individualizing
service programs for various population groups.
Methodology :
To satisfy the above aims, several interrelated avenues of approach
will be incorporated.
A basic intent of this dissertation is to take presently known
theory and integrate it into a new perspective that can be applied to
practice. This framework will include concepts from general systems
theory, management concepts, communication theory, and mental health
principles. A focal point will be placed upon each of these areas of
study where they culminate to form a humanistic approach to the inter-
personal relationships that make up an organization. . .administration,
intra-staff relationships and service (staff and consumer relationships)
.
The studies and writings of significant writers will be reviewed to
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The studies and writings of significant writers will be reviewed to
Xdevelop a historical and philosophical base for the discussion. In ad-
dition, this review of literature will be grouped by areas of study in
the bibliography.
Excerpts from theory and significant writings will be integrated
with numerous personal experiences. These life and work experiences
will assist in understanding theory as well as illustrate the applica-
tion of theory into the practice of administration.
Rationale for Style of Presentation :
A central aim of this dissertation is to develop within the media
of the written word a style through which theory can be more widely
\inderstood and applied to administration. Much of what has been written
about administration is not written in an interesting format, and, sub-
sequently, is not very widely read. This is unfortunate as administration
needs to be better understood by more people. Otherwise, the continuous
and serious impact that the various administrative approaches have upon
people and the array of educational, social, medical and other human
services will not be confronted, developed nor improved.
The Classical Scientific Management approach based upon the works
of Adam Smith and Frederick Taylor is the administrative structure com-
monly used in industry and human service organizations. Numerous studies
referred to within this text find that this approach to administration
tends to work against the self-actualization of man.
Through the work of Elton Mayo, Douglas McGregor, Chris Argyris
and others, the Human Relations approach has been developed but, as yet,
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has been seldom used in the practice of administration of human service
organizations. This finding can be viewed as a discrepance in the intent
to inform readers without helping the reader understand the application
of the data being learned.
The intent of this dissertation is to preserve humanness as an
essential quality of learning, communication and administration. The
sharing of personal experiences to illustrate theory and the application
of theory is seen as a means to assist a reader in learning from his or
her own experience. The personal examples used are individualistic but
not peculiar to the author. As the author's and reader's experiences
coincide, the message of this writing will be exemplified and the learn-
ing will be reinforced.
8:30 I'LL TRY NOT TO BORE YOU
I hate to he bored. Boredom tends to exaggerate our isolation. And
isolation is a playmate to my loneliness. I suspect that others of you
feel the same way. So, I'll try not to bore you.
When I was in eighth grade, I took an IQ test at school. Fortu-
nately, I was told that I earned an IQ of l40 on that task. I say "for-
tunately" because often when I read articles or books about administration
I can feel dumb. The writing is so dull, so obtuse (to use one of their
words) and, at times, so theoretical that I feel like I'm missing some-
thing being said. At times like this, I remind myself of my intelligence
score thirty-one years ago and assume it hasn't dropped.
You might wonder if I'm a very insecure person. I really don't think
so. My friends and colleagues respect me as a person. In fact, they re-
port have similar reactions to books and articles about administration
and, more often than not, they actually avoid this type of reading mate-
rial .
xii
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Isn’t that sad! Organizations, and therefore administration and
leadership, have such an impact upon our lives. We should be able to
easily exchange ideas and learn more about organizations.
Do you realize how much administration does affect you? Each of us
administrators ourself. We also are part of a family network and many of
us have organized our own family. We have participated in an educational
organization; and many of us have been affected by a military organization.
Most of us are part of a work setting. We frequently are members of pro-
fessional associations and service clubs; we are increasingly aware of
state, federal and world organizations that influence us; and one could
go on and on. So our private life, our work life, our love life, and our
life as a citizen is affected by leadership and administration. It seems
to me, therefore, that we had better start communicating about adminis-
tration in a more understandable way.
This presents me with a tough question. . .how can I spend some time
with you through the written word and be understandable? Some people do
like and feel more secure with heavy theory. I don't. Some people will
like my way of writing. Others won't. Of course, I don't need to try to
satisfy everyone. I do know that I learn more when what I'm doing is fun.
I enjoy practical ideas for they challenge my creativity .. .how can I use
or adapt an idea so that it becomes part of my life? Also, I'm less
likely to be bored or feel separateness when an author speaks to me per-
sonally. We then have more in common to share with each other, and I can
better understand where he's coming from and why he says what he does.
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I am taking great care as to how I communicate because I believe I
have something worthwhile to share with you. I want to be sure you
understand me. Only in that way can you and I seek self-actualization...
and that's what this book is all about. What I have to say about self-
aetualization can be applied to many types of organizations, but I'll
restrict myself to my own experience within mental health organizations
.
Mental health organizations are organized with the intent of offer-
ing services that will help people improve their mental health. Actually,
this goal is not often realized. I believe that one of the reasons for
this is that we don't apply good mental health principles to ourselves
as staff members. When we as staff members are the deliverers of services,
we are the vehicles, the conduits, the teachers, the experiences, the
persons who are more than the words we say. It is not "Do as I say, and
not as I do." That just doesn't work.
So, we'll be looking at a concept seldom used... the application of
mental health principles to the administration of mental health (or other)
human delivery systems. % position is that only as administrators and
leaders create for themselves an environment of individual responsibility,
openness, closeness, clear communication and humanness (e.g. good mental
health), can they then create a similar atmosphere for staff-persons who
only then can, in turn, effectively deliver worthwhile mental health
services to others. Mental health begets mental health, just as craziness
begets craziness.
While what I write I want to be intelligible to any lay or profes-
sional person, I have a special interest in communicating to today's
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administrators and those of the future. As a graduate student, I always
appreciated a book that was worthwhile as well as fun. It was a good
change of pace. As an administrator for the past seventeen years I'm
even more aware of the need for refreshing ideas within the pressures
of my time and patience. So I promise not to make this dialogue long,
and I'll try my best not to be tedious. I don't wish to sell you on my
way of life
. But I do wish to arouse your thoughts
.
Consequently, I'm going to write for fun. I'll throw in a little
philosophy and theory as a base, but what I write will mostly be related
to practical ideas I've learned from experience. Throughout this inter-
course of words I hope to stimulate your feeling for creativity .. .our
shared adventure towards self-actualizat ion.
That's what this book is all about!
William R. Poe
Kensington, Connecticut
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,9:00 WHERE I’M COMING PROM
In the bpring of 1947 1 had a happy Muck Finn light-
ness in my whistle as I walked down River btreet in Cincin-
nati. I was a robust sixteen-year old looking forward to
the adventures of working as a laborer on an Ohio-Missis-
sippi River steamboat.
My light-heartedness was short lived. When I spoke to
the steamboat Captain he burst forth with a sardonic laugh,
turned and walked away. Puzzled, I pursued him thinking he
had misunderstood me. But the only answer I got was, "Ya
ain't a niggai" The Captain had boxed me into my whiteness
and used it against my humanness. A. s I returned home, I
struggled with what Paul Tillich calls "anxiety of meaning-
lessness" and Kierkegaard "anxiety as the fear of nothingness."
1
2That fall I returned to high school as a senior and
was required to take history. I soon learned that the
chapters assigned for daily reading also were to be read,
word for word, by the teacher the next day. It hardly seemed
good use of my time to do such an assignment twice.
Then one day, unexpectedly, I was asked a question
by the teacher before he had read the chapter to us.
Obviously I had no answer, '.hen queried as to "why not," I
said I saw no reason to read the chapter twice... once by me
and again by him. I was quickly sent to the office as a
"wise guy." It wasn’t until years later that I understood
the "rightness" of my action.
Experience has taught me that my involvement depends to
a large extent upon the kind of power and authority used by
the organisation within which I find myself. I’m also con-
vinced that learning and job performance increase within on
organizational framework that allows for self-actualization...
that is, within a comfortable, open setting, that respects
man’s inherent need to use his capabilities and skills in
a mature and productive way. For further exploration of this
view, see Edgar Schein’s work done in 1970 *
I entered graduate school in 1952 with excited optimism
which quickly changed to internal hassle. The school was
psychoanalytically oriented in its teaching of social work,
psychiatry and psychology. I came with a humanistic interest
to understand and relate to people. But here I was learning
3pieces aoout man that seemed to me more mystical than related
to the realities of man. Furthermore, the mental health
principles being taught were not practiced by the staff or
student body. These conflicts created a lot of confusion
for me in graduate school.
Recently, while reading Build Me A Mountain by Ira
Goldenberg, I recalled this experience when I read: "The
craziness of people in a very important way reflects the
craziness of the setting or system, or organization in which
they have been" (1971, p. 40). In other words, administered
organizations do have a significant impact upon us as persons.
In this book we will be looking at what we as nersons can do
to influence these administered organizations so as to
protect and develop our rights to clarity, humanness and
self-actualization.
The Army had patiently awaited my departure from
graduate school before sweeping me off into its ranks in
the Fall of 1954. I accepted this with apprehension...
which turned out to be appropriate ’’preparedness” as, for
the most part, my individuality had a two-year moratorium.
Katz and Kahn aptly describe what I was confronted with.
’’The technical systems for getting work done are set up to
insure predictability, efficiency, and coordination of the
efforts of a great many individuals. The uniformity and the
routinization, and the fragmentation of behavior run counter
not only to the factors of individual differences but to the
4r.eeos of people for self-determination, spontaneity, accomo-
lishment and the expression of individual skills and talents"
(1966, p. 80), As so often happens, the organization was
"super most" and people were expected to adapt to it.
Finally the "happy day" came. I was simultaneously
discharged from the Army and took on my first professional
.i o D as a therapist in a mental health clinic in Pennsylvania,
f was so excited i At last I would he working within an organ—
ization that, had as it's goal the delivery of human services.
I now would he able to put my interests and talents to work.
Within a few weeks, however, I realized I was mistaken
in my hopes. Time was used up in department meetings, staff
case conferences, team meetings, diagnostic conferences,
didactic seminars, suh-clinic meetings and supervision. Any
time left for clients seemed peripheral. And again it seemed
I had no real responsibility. I felt blocked in testing and
validating myself. I also sensed that the business-like
atmosphere was affecting my relationships (and that of others)
to the staff as well as with clients. Problems, procedures,
professionalism, paper work and protocol were over-riding
our personal attributes as people. This seemed to me to
work against the very reason for our getting together. .
.
namely, to offer a personal service to people concerned
about their personal problems.
At the age of twenty-seven, I accepted the position of
Executive Director of a mental health clinic in Connecticut.
5It has been here that I have had the opportunity to learn
by doing
,
to put into practice my personal philosophy and
to study the effects of varied administrative approaches
upon people. .. "people" being administrative-persons, staff -
persons and consumer-persons. Most of the illustrations
included in this book will come from these experiences in
Connecticut
.
I have briefly described these six experiences of mine
for a particular purpose. Partly to recapture them for my-
self, as well as to share that part of "self" with you, but
mostly to high-light the fact that we all have had similar
experiences in our lives. Administration and organizations
affect all of us more than we often realize. Also, we all
relate to a wide variety of organizations. Organizations
seem to infiltrate the very pores of our "being." A Zen
Buddhist concept states that "the individual is no more or
less than the confluence of fields of interaction." (Dumont,
1968, p. 38). As one field of interaction (a couple, a
family, a formal or informal grouping) is removed, part of
the self is removed. If fully stripped, one is left not
with a hard core identity, but with nothing.
At first this may seem extreme. But test it out. In-
troduce yourself to a stranger or describe yourself to a
loved one. You will find it next to impossible to do so
without reference to one or more "fields of interaction ...
some type of organizational structure that relates you to
6one or more other nersons.
Increasingly, mental health professionals are moving
from the sole study of the intrapsyche to place greater
emphasis upon interrelationships. Group therapy, counles
communication, family therapy, community nsvchiatry, trans-
actional analysis, relationship therapy and many other
interpersonal concepts are common place in today’s world.
Linguistic studies of communication, such as Paul V/atzlawich’
s
work, state that man’s awareness of his self is in essence
an awareness of functions and relationships in which he is
involved.
.
.his fields of interaction.
In all of the six ’’fields of interaction” life ex-
periences that I have already shared with you, I felt boxed
into a role. The experiences all contained the factor of
exerting an external controlling element over me as a person. .
.
usually with the intent of increasing my learning, efficiency
and productivity. But, a.s happens to most of us under these
types of controls, I felt meaningless, put upon, hassled,
confused and dehumanized. The message seemed to be that
” the organization” knew v/hat was best tor me. The fact that
I should fit into a slot was' most important for the organ-
ization. My self was much less important. Yet, good mental
health is to feel good about yourself.
Let me say this differently. If the essence of m/s el a
is composed of functions and relationships, how can most
organizations rank external control as more important than
7humanness and still exuect to develop a feeling of self worth
in people. .. that is, a feeling of good mental health? I ask
ohis particularly of mental health organizations which, on
the whole, continue to use a traditional hierarchial organ-
izational model.
The problem, as I see it, is that research, theory ana
practice in the fields of administration, management, organ-
izational oehavior and leadership have been, with few execu-
tions, based upon practice in business and industry. Human
service organizations
,
such as educational, medical and mental
health agencies, have seldom applied their own knowledge to
the operation of their organizations. Distracted by their
own pigeon-hole of professionalism, they adopted industrial
management practices. Their knowledge of man unwittingly is
left out of their practice of administration. Likewise, they
have little in-put into administrative practice in business
and industry. To the degree that this is done, I feel we
end up mistreating ourselves. When we mistreat our sense of
self, we concurrently affect our relationships to consumer-
persons (students, clients, patients and others). This
will usually thwart our personal and organizational goals,
as well.
My dialogue has the purpose of exploring this concept
in more detail. I don't really wish to impose upon you my
answer to the problem. I believe we each have to develop
Our own answer. But I do aim to challenge our old way o^
8looking at administration so that we can administer and be
affected by other people's administration dif ferently
. . .or
at least knowingly.
We can choose from many different styles of adminis-
tration available to us. The trick is to know the styles,
to look at the resulting effects and to make a choice. As
much of my life work can be described as administrative lead-
ership, people often talk to me about administration. I'm
continuously impressed with the one prevailing view: most
people see administration as bossing, controlling, tedious,
monotonous work. On one hand they regard an administrator
as a person who acts like a supply officer. He gets the
people, finances and setting together in order that others
can deliver a service. The implication is that the adminis-
trator is not offering a human service. If this were true,
it would be a wonder that any humane person would become an
administrator. Needless to say, I see it very differently.
I have to smile when I think of another experience I
want to share with you. The Clinic where I work recently
had a party for our head clerical person. It wasn't a cele-
bration of a special day or anniversary, but it was an ex-
pression of our love for her as a person and a way in which
we could express our appreciation for her outstanding work
which, in turn, affects our work and lives.
With forty-eight people attending, the hostess became
concerned after dinner with discarding the garbage that had
9accumulated. Her creative solution was to fill four large
plastic bags and ask four people to take one bag home upon
their departure. As I later said my "Good-byes , " I saw
three bags were still remaining. I offered to take two of
them home.
As I walked down the porch steps, I got the impulsive
idea o.i. putting the bags in one of the guest's cars that
was still parked out front. The recipient of my "gift"
took my practical joke in good humor and no harm was done.
The next day as I mused over this humorous situation,
it occurred to me that it offered an analogy to administra-
tion as it is commonly nracticed. I, as the administrator,
had gotten credit for "a job well done," and the other person,
the staff-person, had gotten the garbage. It seemed to me
that administrators are often praised from a superficial
level for a well-run organization. But the staff-nersons
are blamed when things go poorly... and they are often the
ones knee deep in the real life problems.
This observation ticked off several other perceptions
that I have become aware of over the past years. As they
will be gone into in detail later, I'd like to give you just
a quick run down here, l) As mentioned above, administrators
are assigned status, but are generally seen as doing boring
v/ork unrelated to a staff's services. 2) The decision-makers
gpg few in ratio to the organization's total membership. 3)
The administrator (the usual procedural decision-maker) tends
10
to be removed from the "front-lines" of services as well as
from the staff. 4) Morale is seen as affecting the quantity
01 production (service), but not often related to the quality
ox interpersonal relationships that make up the service.
:) Staff members are frequently looked upon only as hired
croiessionals.
. .their humanness tending to he put aside.
6) The consumers (client, patient, student, recinient) tend
ce Doxe(^ into their name role... their humanness often
overlooked. 7 ) Human service organizations function for the
consumer, hut the consumer tends to be at the bottom of the
totem pole in authority, control, decision-making, feedback
and humanness. 8) Organizations are usually referred to a3
"things" rather than the peoole who make them up. 9 ) Work
benefits tend to promote off-duty pleasures rather than the
joys of creativeness on the job.
In short, a common sense point of view is not so
common.
.. that is, that organizations are made up of people
and for peoole, that the varied aspects of an organization
and its services are interrelated and interdependent units
of a whole, and that we had better start treating ourselves
as humans if we wish to feel our own humanness.
As Toffler points out in Future Shock , our job is not
so much to develon new information, but to integrate what we
presently know. I will follow this procedure. What I
oresent to you may be new information to you. I hope it will
be. But, if not, I will be putting together some not-so-new
11
data into a new perspective.
.
.and one I hone you can put to
use. I will go about this partly by reviewing some litera-
ture and developing an interplay of several theories. But
mostly, I want to share with you some of my own ideas and
experiences.
As I prefer not to go too far afield, I will limit my
comments to mental health agencies and to organizations of
about fifty people or less. But I also believe my comments
are relevent to larger organizations, as well as other
social agencies, recreational agencies, schools, hospitals,
nursing homes and other human service delivery organizations.
I prefer, however, to talk about what is most comfortable to
me. I trust you will make the necessary interpretations
for anplication in your own life work setting.
For easy future reference, or for those of you who
prefer to skip around in your reading, I’ll give a quick
overview statement of each section.
10:00 - THEY HAD FUNNY IDEAS WHEN I WAS A KID will
look at the change of ideas with the times. It will be
part of the historical background for many of today’s prac-
tices. New theories will also be discussed and looked at
as beliefs which few administrators oractice.
10:30 - IT SURE IS CONFUSING I WHERE'S THE GLUE? is
referring to the fragmentation of ideas and fields of study.
I will use general systems theory as a framework for
future
12
discussions.
Hi 00 - WATCH Y0UR LANGUAGE relates to what we say
ana terms we use which affect our perception of what is
really happening. I will describe roles that box in peonle,
limiting the individual and the organization.
12:00 - LUNCH BREAK ... OFF-DUTY BENEFITS is the place
that I'll briefly discuss off-duty benefits in contrast to
on-duty benefits.
1:00 - WHO IS RESPONSIBLE AROUND HERE is a common
place statement for "who's the boss," I'll discuss my view
oi how a staff can share and work together while each person
is responsible for himself rather than for others.
2:00 - PAM WAS HERE AND WILL RETURN raises two ques-
tions... do consumer-persons react differently to different
administrative anproach.es and, secondly, does this make a
difference to you and your organization?
3:00 - I CERTAINLY MAKE A LOT OF SENSE TO ME is my
effort to be clear to you. I'll recap a statement of inte-
grated theories that have thus far been develoned.
4:00 - HOW BIG IS YOURS? is concerned with the size
of organizations. If one values self-actualization, size
of membership becomes a critical issue.
4:30 - IT'S FUN TO BE CREATIVE. LET’S GO TO YOUR
PLACE deals with the creative process of programming for
specific population groups in such a way that we can go to
their nlace...a setting that looks, smells, sounds and acts
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like a comfortable place for them to obtain services.
5:00 - A DOOR IS TO OPEN presents a closing state-
ment with an emphasis upon the choices open to you.
10:00 - BEDTIME READING- is a bibliography of select-
ee readings listed by fields of study for those who may be
interested in further details or study.
As you can tell, we have a busy work day ahead of us.
It is almost 10:00 so let us get on with it.
"The organization is a complex social system which must
De studied as a total system if individual behavior within it
is to be truly understood" (Shein, 1970, p. 3). With this
thought in mind, I will review some of the history of how
people have viewed organization.
Peoole’s attitudes about organization emerge from various
philosophical assumptions about man. Peoole often hold to these
views of organization without realizing that they do represent
a particular view of man. The result of not being aware of this
nhilosophical base is that many administrators will choose an
organizational framework that works counter to the organiza-
tion’s goals. I have seen many school principals operate from a
controlled leadership position while at the same time they are
trying to promote an open school learning environment. Almost
all of the directors of mental health settings that I know use a
hierarchy organizational framework while attempting to develop
self worth, resnonsibility and open communication with the con-
sumer of their services. Many families also control through
absolutes at the same time they believe they are creating an
environment of love and respect. I believe each of these organ-
izational structures works against the intended goals.
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As the clarity of this point is most important. I'll
share with you several more examples. If I can help you
feel the contradiction between a given choice of leadershin
style and its intent, I believe my discussion of the history
of administration will be more meaningful to you.
I enjoy music that has a strong beat. In fact I get
a big charge out of dancing, although I consider myself only
an average dancer. It was late in my life that I started
dancing. Throughout my high school years I had been taught
by mv mother and father, who was a minister, that dancing
was not acceptable. As dancing was popular among my peers,
this "absolute value" was a hard pill to swallow. Missing
the frequent post—basketball-game dances affected my datin?
pattern and I felt particularly awkward at the junior and
senior nroms. The immorality of dancing was, however, a
value held by all of my relatives and I went along with it
in my effort to be accepted as a good son.
During the summer after my graduation just as I was
on the brink of packing for college, my father moved to a
different church in Cincinnati. On the first Friday evening
after our move, a dance was held in the church. As I stood
there listening to the music (now permitted to dance but as
yet unskilled) I was faced with the meaning of values. I
felt what Matthew Dumont has stated: "This environment has
been put together by people... all too often the environment
has been created to meet needs far removed from man’s actual
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needs" (1968, p. 10). Fortunately at this time I also
learned that my parents were able to adapt and allow for
differences in values for me and others. Our humanness was
important than the absolute values.
About six years ago I attended one of Gerald Caplan's
workshops on administrative consultation at Harvard Univer-
sity. It was a prerequisite that the fifty enrollees each
have a minimum of ten years' experience as an administrator.
One of the major points often repeated throughout this
four-day workshop was the importance of getting to know and
keeping in tune with the people one is consulting. The main
technique suggested for accomplishing this was to relate
personally to your consultee and attend his/her organization
meetings early as well as late so as to develop informal
relationships. To our dismay, this was being emphasized
within a workshop structured to the contrary. Dr. Caplan
arrived promptly for his 9:15 a.m. lecture, and he left
promptly at the end of it. A number of our participants
challenged this paradox of messages. The response was that he
would take it under advisement for future workshops. An adap-
tation was not made to or for us. Rollo May (1972) would
have described our position as a "a state of powerlessness."
One last experience. While working with a group of
graduate students two years ago, the students reported a
series of meetings being held at a local public school. The
thrust of these meetings was to increase teachers' capacities
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in humanistic education skills. This would include concepts
oi individuality, sharing, feed back, clear communication
and group participation. How was this being taught? Through
an entirely contradictory procedure - namely, the one-way
communication of didactic lectures where authority is not
questioned and participants listen and take notes. It seemed
to me that the entire learning process would have been much
more effective if a group experience technique such as the
one being talked about had been used. Experiential learning
(doing) can often stimulate more learning than strict cog-
nitive work. Many of us are too much into our heads already.
I believe it is important to be consistent in our
philosophy, actions and words. Consistency in what we do
and say, the reduction of confusion, and the resulting clarity
of our communication are all oart of good mental health. I
also believe our actions speak louder than our words. We
tend to be a cognitive or * up-in-the-head” society. Our
concern for words and what we say often overrides what we do.
This is pointed up by the professed liberal who speaks at
length, yet does little else to act out his cause. Words
can be manipulated. Actions are more likely to express our
true philosophy.
I will now present a brief historical perspective of
how peoole have looked at organization.
Philosophy deals with ideas. It is man’s effort to
understand and relate to the ultimate nature of the world
.
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3,7 "world " 1 mean the essence of our environment as well as
the value and position of man in that environment.
Man’s philosoohical efforts have a long history that
we often omit from our present thinking. There is added
contusion in that ideas often evolve, over a period of years,
i,H0 constructs of facts. For example, the commonly held
construct of "Organizations" (membershio grouns) grew out
o_l earlier efforts to "organize" how man viewed his environ-
ment.
Aristotelian teleology dates back to 400 B. G. Aristotle
focused on overall design (form) and held that matter v/as
continuous and unchanged. Process was not eraohasized
,
where-
as the goal or "final cause" v/as of essence. Knowledge v/as
an outgrov/th of observation. The inclusion of observation
v/as a move away from Plato’s earlier v/ork. Aristotle's use
of observation gave observation its first legitimacy. This
one asoect of his ideas later lead to scientific constructs
and the study of events in addition to ideas. Views of organ-
ization and science v/ere also affected by Aristotle's con-
cents of form in our existence. He saw forms arranged in a
hierarchial system. Lower forms were subordinate to higher
forms.
Let me remind you, however, that Aristotle v/as still
dealing with ideas. The constructs came many years later,
as we will see.
Although later misused by others, Aristotles did not
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overlook process or development, but emphasized "final CaUsp"
as the continuous potential. This is heavy for me; I under-
stand "final cause" better this way. The essence of an
arple is "appleness." The potential is unchanged and ever
present. As a seed or a blossom or a green fruit or a ripe
piece o-f food being eaten, it always has the form or poten-
tial of "appleness." Final cause is not the end or the death
of the apple, but what Aristotle called the "unity of end."
Life process with form was the end; not a part or a stage or
the end.
This concept can then be applied in many ways. It is
a base for my views of man, our humanness, our ever oresent
potential which I call self-actualization. We could also
app1 7 it to today’ s concepts of organization as a "living
organism" with ever present potential. This concept should
not be used to mean that man or organization is developed
or made into a final form or structure that is finished and
only then ready for use. For once it is finished, it is
stagnant and dead.
Now, these ideas of Aristotle became very ponular in
time. As they became acceptable, they also were twisted
i
to man's convenience. The development of economics was taking
niece, as well. The ownership of land and power created a
control by ^o^e people over other people. As seen in the
feudal system and kingshins, "final cause," hierarchy and
subordination were used to account for "differences" in
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neople and the right to control then. These economic,
philosophical and organizational views continued into the
Industrial Age.
This carry over into the 17th century was greatly
assisted by the reaction of the Roman Catholic Church to
the intellectual revolution that took place in the 12th
and 13th centuries. As the intellectual age of questioning
took hold in the Middle Ages, the Church saw that it needed
a recognized intellectual authority. Albert The Great and
3x. Thomas Aquinas became this authority. Through the
.-.risto celian concept of the hierarchial system of matter
anc form, other ideas were also made into superordinate or
subordinate units. Body ranked lower than soul; matter was
subordinate to spirit; philosophy to theology; and secular
power to ecclesia. And the effort to separate revelation
from reason also accentuated the concept of hierarchy.
This increased respect for hierarchy influenced man's
concepts of separateness of parts, control and the form of
the organization already being developed by the Church. The
power and pervasive influence of the Church at that time was
great, as was the impact these concepts had upon man's
thoughts and actions.
Now let us look at the Galilean concept of mechanism
of the 17th century. This concept emphasizes parts and the
reduction of parts. It holds that we learn from experimen-
tation and that "final states" are determined by the "initial
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condition." As in the case of our aople, the genes are the
"initial condition" that determines its "apoleness"
. . .not
its functional goal of "being" or form.
Von Bertolanffy found biology greatly affected by this
mechanistic concept. Biology "saw its goal in the resolu-
tion of life phenomena in atomic entities and partial proces-
ses. The living organism resolved into cells, its activities
into physiological and physiochemical processes, behavior
into unconditioned and conditioned reflexes, the subtretum
of heredity into particulate genes and so forth" (1968, p. 31).
Within the context of our discussion the same nhenomena
is noted. Ideas about "leadership" became constructs of
"Leaderships" ... varied parts each seen as having measurable
quantities in isolation (Watzlawich, 1967, p. 27). Or we
can look at the origins of psychoanalysis with its varied
sub-parts which are further fractured into specialties of
individual psychiatry, child psychiatry and adolescent
psychiatry (Howells, 1971, p. 3). With its emphasis on
parts, the treatment process is seen as the exploration and
observation of the patient-part in isolation. The therapist-
nart is ideally seen as a non-participant, a sterile neutral
sounding board. The relation or wholeness of these two parts
is de-emphasized and preferably avoided.
The mechanistic concept also had it's impact upon the
study of organizations. . .notably Adam Smith’s work, The
Wealth of Nations (1766) and Frederick Taylor’s book,
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Scientific Management (1911). These works have culminated
into the Classical organization theory which is practiced
by most organizations today. its familiar characteristics
include division of labor, specialization by purpose of task,
task broken down into processes of parts and the pyramid of
control with one center of authority (Etzioni, 1964, p. 21).
The effort to simplify by understanding "parts" in
organizations also has implicit in it a value judgement
about the nature of man. According to Douglas McGregor's
'Theory X," the mechanistic concept assumes that most people
prefer to be directed, are not creative and are not ambitious
or responsible, and that man has a high need for external
structure and control (1966, p. 14).
I had an encounter with this Classical theory this
summer
. A United Way agency wanted a study of a group of
local organizations. A business consultant was hired to do
the study. He, the staff and I spend many hours together in
his effort to understand how we managed our work and what
our reasoning was for doing it that way. The consultant was
a pleasant guy ... sincere, dedicated and hard working. I
thought we had come to a genuine understanding of our opera-
tion and philosophy. When I read his report I realized I
had misjudged our effectiveness.
He had translated our operational practice into his own
Classical theory structure. External direction and cen- i
tralized responsibility were utmost in his mind. Shared
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leadership and individual responsibility were lost within
his chart of hierarchy. Certain job slots became responsible
over other people’s job slots. Although I spent numerous
hours m therapy, this was not shown. When I pointed out
this deletion, I was told that it could not be included as
I cian * t have enough time to carry out all of my duties.
He naa, instead, included fifteen minutes per week per staff
member for my supervision of them. His time study chart
took precedence over our intents and our practice. The reali-
ty of the study had been lost along with his view of our
individuality.
A more recent development in organizational theory
has been based on studies started in the 1920's by Elton
I-iayo. Although it is called The Human Relation Movement,
the literature I've seen does not spell out the nhilosouhical
history of this movement. I am sure, however, that it is
an outgrowth of humanistic and existential developments of
the past. It is also interesting to note that the various
people contributing to these studies were usually educators
working in graduate schools. Their studies were done entire-
ly within the business and industrial arena. This does
not discount their work, in my mind; but I am impressed that
we mental health professionals have contributed so little.
Likewise, little of our theory has been applied to the human
service delivery system.
‘The Human Relation Movement places its focus upon
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man/woman and what motivates them. There is an assumed value
rudgement regarding the nature of man. McGregor, for example,
(1966) SDells this out in what he calls "Theory v." McGregor
believes man, when allowed and prooerly motivated, strives
-or self-aotualization, achieves best when self-directed,
is basically creative and finds work to be as natural as play
cinder these given conditions (p. 28).
In their book, mnagement of Organizational Behavior
(1972), Paul Kersey and Kenneth Blanchard present a concise
e.nc easy to read review of these studies as a background to
"neir own thesis. I refer you to their description of the
works of Mayo, McGregor, Fiedler, Lewin, Homans, Argris,
nerzoerg and Likert... all of these men have contributed to
the Human Relation Movement.
•7ith some variation in style and emphasis their general
oheme would run as follows. Behavior is motivated by a
desire to attain some goal. Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of
needs (motives) is often referred to as a basic structure
0,1 needs. According to Maslow (1954) basic needs must be
met before one is able to fulfill the next related need.
Briefly, the five needs are in this order:
1) PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS (food and shelter to sus-
tain life)
2) SAFETY NEEDS (freedom from fear of danger)
•3) SOCIAL NEEDS (desire to belong, to be accepted,
to relate)
4 ) ESTEEM (a feeling of self-worth and recognition)
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5) SELF-ACTUALIZATION (need to maximize
potential)
one ' s
As the majority, although not all, of people in today's
society have physiological and safety needs met, greater
emohasis is placed upon social, esteem and self-actualiza-
tion needs.
The detailed and controlled experimental studies that
cate from the 1920's up to the present time have many
common findings. Commitment increases as a person is
involved in his own goal setting. Pay and work conditions
./ere found not to be as important as the interpersonal
relationships among people on the job. Classical organiza-
tional practices keep people from maturing. Complaints
decrease, production increases, errors and absenteeism
decrease as interpersonal relationships improve
... and vice
/ersa, People at all levels of an organization are more
responsible aid creatively productive when encouraged to
grow and mature.
An article in Life (Sept. 1, 1972, pp. 30-38), called
"Boredom Spells Trouble on the Line," describes the problem
of boredom and its resulting effect upon people. The Ford
Motor Company and several other businesses in Norway and
England are cited as examples of industry trying to combat
this problem. The proceedures used are consistent with the
Human Relations Movement.
It was reported that a worker's task could be completed
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within 40 to 125 seconds, depending upon the type of. task.
Once Jhese series of motions were mastered to complete the
task, workers quickly became bored. Acts were carried out
without meaning. Humanness was lost to a mechanical,
routinized movement of muscles.
To correct the situation, work teams were created.
Within an environment encouraging change, these teams were
given authority and responsibility to rearrange their tasks
and proceedures. Jobs, rather than peonle, became interchange-
able. Through commitment to their own goals and self
direction, absenteeism dropped from 15% to below 5%; job
satisfaction and production increased. The workers'
humanness had been respected and found expression.
Warren Bennis (1969, p. 37) Chris Argyrsis (1970, p. 63)
and Scott Myers (1966, p. 70) all report that while managers
often espouse and seemingly believe in the Human Relations
concepts, they seldom apply it in actual practice. If what
I'm saying sounds commonplace, all I can say is I also don't
believe a humanistic approach is often practiced. So, if
you're looking for a new job, don't make your decision just
on what people say about their organizational practice. Check
it out. See if they do what they say they do.
Many different formulations have been offered over the
years to depict the numerous leadership styles available.
For example, Renis Likert's work (1967) at the Institute ior
Social Research, University of Michigan, developed a continuum
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from the "no trust" (manipulation) view of subordinates to
the "complete trust" (self-directed) position. Although
ms findings indicate a need for flexibility in leadership
style, Likert's position was supportive to an employee-
centered approach in which objectives are made clear and the
employee is then free to do the job.
Another study by The Bureau of Business Research at
cnio State University used a quadrant ranging from high
consideration and low structure to high structure and low
consideration with various combinations in between (Stogdrill,
-l957). This study separated a leader's task behavior
(structure of work group) from the relationship behavior
(consideration of group members) to study the varied styles
oi leadership as observed by emoloyees.
Robert Blake and Jane Mouton (196 a) offered another
formulation called the Concept of Managerial Grid... that is,
five leadership styles ranging from imooverishea
,
country
club, task-oriented, middle-of-the-road and finally to the
team concept. The research base for the Managerial Grid
evaluated the attitudes of leaders. Leaders were rated
according to their concern for production (structure) and
their concern for neople (relationships). The impoverished
style was low on both scales whereas the team anproach v/as
high in both ratings.
Hersey and Blanchard (1972) present a Tri-Dimensional
Leader Effectiveness Model which uses high or low relation-
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ships in different combinations with high or low tasks
styles
,
but carries this a step further. They contend that
effectiveness is an ever changing process.. not an either/or
proposition. A leader therefore needs to adapt his behavior
according to where people are.. support and high input may
be greatly needed in one situation or time, whereas interest
and low structure may be more appropriate at another time.
You will note that all of these formulations of leader-
ship styles incorporate in different ways and varied combi-
nations the two extremes.
. .The Classical Scientific Manage-
ment approach to organizations and The Human Relations
approach.
I have gone into some detail in this section in order
to illustrate that ideas have changed with time and we have
numerous administrative-leadership styles to choose from.
This is of utmost importance to me as I believe that most
mental health settings still work from a Classical approach
which works against good mental health, against the people
who deliver the mental health services, and against the
consumer for whom the mental health organization intends to
offer its services.
Are you feeling confused? If so, don't be overly
bothered by it at this point. Confusion is part of this
book just as it is part of life. I plan to mix some glue in
the next section that will help hold this together.
10:30 IT SURE IS CONFUSING!
WHERE’S THE GLUE?
I am sitting here with mv pen poised and nothing is
forthcoming. I feel lost. I feel confused. Now isn’t
that a drag!
I think I have gotten so locked in on how to start
this section, that I have lost where we have been and
where I want us to go with this dialogue. So let me back
up for just a munute. It may help both of us.
I have stated that we all administer and are affected
by administration more than we realize. I have also pointed
out that an administrative approach is based upon an
assumption about the nature of man. Administrative approaches
are varied, but tend to fall between two extremes. .. the
Classical Scientific Management approach and Human Relations
approach. I have listed references to various leadership
models open to our choice... a choice which I believe needs
to be consistent with our intent in order to be effective.
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host mental health organizations, as I have mentioned,
co not apply mental health principles to their own organi-
zational management. I have taken the position that effec-
tive mental health services are dependent upon a staff working
within a mentally healthy environment. I see this environ-
ment as being conducive to the self-actualization
' of people...
administrative-persons, staff-persons and consumer-persons.
oel-L
-actualization refers to our actualized potential of
creativity, self direction, individuality, awareness of our
needs and the personal responsibility for fulfilling those
needs, as well as effective communications and decision-
making
.
Ii the agenda is delivery of mental health services,
one hidden agenda is the mental health of the delivery system
itself... the people who make up the organization.
One of the reasons for my present confusion is that I
want to say ten things at the same time so that my conclusion
is understood and clear. We can talk on many levels. A
complex topic calls for a wide background. Most topics
include several fields of study. I have already referred to
administration, industrial management, religious and economic
histories, psychology and education. Confusion is fostered
by the ever present need to be an expert or at least to be
informed in many areas of life. For example, the speciali-
zation of medicine requires that I know enough about medical
illness to sufficiently diagnose myself in order to call the
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proper specialist for appropriate medical care. Or, take
the New York Times . For me to read it with interest and
an ability to learn new data, I need background in the
areas of politics, finances, government, geography, litera-
ture, education, law, psychology, medicine, journalism,
economics, theater, dance, cars, chess, bridge, flowers
and so on.
The wealth of knowledge today is more than one can
absorb. As for fragmentation, Lawrence Frank's cry speaks
for all of us. "How much ambiguity, contingency, ambiva-
lence, confusion and conflict can we endure without being
individually destroyed or without destroying our social
order" (1967, p. 43).
Man fights his own destruction. Philosophers, theor-
ists and others have tried to create order or to make sense
out of our environment and the wealth of knowledge we have
accumulated. I think this is what Aristotle struggled with.
I sense that the Galilean concept of mechanism with its
focus on reduction to parts was a serious effort to handle
this awesome complex chore.
The most recent effort to develop a workable framework
of knowledge is general systems theory as presented by
Ludwig Von Bertalanffy in 1945. This set of constructs
makes a lot of sense to me. I believe it is the glue I have
needed to connect some important ideas and experiences.
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Von Bertalanffy was born in Austria in 1901. He
studied and taught biology for most of his life in Vienna.
In 1928 he constructed his ideas of "Organismic Biology"
which played down the importance of parts in preference to
tne organization of the parts that make up the whole. His
theory on "Open Systems" came out in 1932. This construct
looks at any open system as a "living organism" that has
input and output and is in a constant state of build up
and break down. By 1945, Von Bertalanffy had presented the
beginnings of general systems theory. He and others have
oeen adding to this framework ever since.
v/ben I first started my study of this theory, I exnected
to pind a series of statements, axioms and proven hypotheses.
I round this to be an inaccurate assumption on my part.
General systems theory is not so much a theory as it is a
framework.
.
.a different way of looking at a wide variety of
ideas from many different areas of study. It is an effort
to unify all knowledge.
Walter Buckley has edited a source book (1968) v/hich
offers a very detailed and rigorous presentation of general
systems theory. In his "foreword" he describes a system as
"a whole v/hich functions as a whole by virtue of the inter-
dependence of its parts" (p. xvii). Working from the widest
variety of systems, general systems theory aims to discover
and to classify systems "by the way their components are
organized (interrelated) and to derive. .. typical patterns
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of behavior."
Living and non-living systems all share organization.
There are many groupings of systems. A plant is a
natural system, and a clock is a man-made system. Math
is a conceptual system, whereas the structure of a house is
a concrete system. Man’s living body is an open system
with innuts and outputs. A chemical reaction taking place
within an insulated, sealed environment with no intake or
outflow is a closed system. Most systems are adaotive
systems
... that is they react to their environment.
Jithin the text of this book, I will be discussing
organizations and people, each as open systems.
That sounds neat, but what does it mean? Let's start
with a cell, A cell is basically a nucleolus, cvtonlasm
and cell membrane.
Figure 10:35 A CELL
Each of these narts are interdependent upon and interact
with each other within a given organization to make a whole
that we call a cell. Energy and food penetrate the membrane
as in-put. Waste and energy are given off as out-put. Being
interdependent
,
the change of any one part makes for a change
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for the other parts and therefore the whole. The cell
also affects and is affected by its environment. The cell
is an adaptive system in that it reacts to its environment
in an effort to survive. The environment includes all of
those other objects that affect the cell system and all
those objects changed by the behavior of the cell system.
The delineation between the system and the environment is
often vague.
This cell can also be part of many other systems.
Rather than "the system" it may be part of the organ called
the heart (a system)
,
or a part of the circulatory system,
or part of the organism called the body, or part of a neigh-
borhood, national or world population system in which cell
defects are being studied. If a specific virus interacts
with the nucleolus of this one cell, changes will take place
within other parts of any of the above systems as individual
wholes. In this situation, the new condition is referred
to as cancer.
The point is that a system is anything you define it to
be within the context of "wholeness." As a cell system or
part of any of the other open systems listed above, 1) the
systen can change, develop and adapt, 2) it has parts that
interact and are interdependent, 3) it can be affected by or
affect its environment and 4) the system has the means to
receive, to store, to process, to recall and to respond.
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Let me apply this thought to my smoking and my effort
to try to stop. And I will use my heart as a system. As
I take smoke into my lungs, it changes the oxygen content
and chemical make-up of the air in my lungs. The blood
c.nat passes through my lungs picks up these contents and
distributes them tnroughout my body including my heart.
In time, there is a high probability that my heart and
vascular system will be restricted in its effectiveness.
Cells of my heart could weaken, thereby straining my heart
as a whole. My heart can also weaken by the strain from
other parts of the environment
.. .namely the weakened vascular
system. My heart can be weakened by defects develooed by
stress on the individual parts of the heart system. The
interdependence, interaction, in-put and out-put, as well as
change within this defined system that is very much inter-
acting with its environment, I believe, clearly illustrates
an open system.
And note my comment regarding "my effort to try to
stop" smoking. Now we are including my "psyche-system"
which is part of my total being-system. The interplay of
smoke and my heart cells are a chemical interplay. As long
as I allow them to interrelate, I can say that my chances
of a heart defect increases. But "my effort to try to stoo"
brings in another system that can effect how I "allow" that
to happen. From a communications theory position and from
the view of Dersonal responsibility, I appear to be in
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trouble. "My effort to try to stop!" "Effort" sounds great...
maybe already discouraging. "To try" is cautious, unconvin-
cing. I did not say "I will," And "to stop." Why didn't
I call it a beginning? It really sounds like I have not
taken personal responsibility for what I am doing to myself,
or my systems, through smoking (I have not smoked now for
36 hours).
Are you still with me? Let me, then, apply this frame—
w°rk to mental health organizations. Remember, this can
relate to any organization. But I am limiting myself to
mental health systems.
Erom an historical perspective, psychiatry, social work
and psychology have gone through some interesting changes.
Eor many years theory and therapy focused upon "the patient"
as a svstera. The viewpoint was "the intra psychic." I
suspect this was influenced by the emphasis on parts charac-
teristic of the Industrial Age when the mental health pro-
fessions were each being conceived. Then, during the 1950' s,
there was increasing emphasis upon l) the "patient's" rela-
tionships with people in his setting (family, classroom,
peers, life system) and 2) the inter-play between the thera-
pist and the client... the theraputic system.
I’m taking this one step further. I am saying the mental
health organization is a system that must be looked at as a
whole. An organization is made up of many interdependent
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and interacting parts. For this discussion, X will focus
upon four key parts.
. .namely, the chosen administrative
stvle, second, the staff-persons (including administrative-
persons), third, the organizational goal as delivery of
rental health services, and, fourth, consumer-persons.
I grant there are many other parts in an organizational
svsreir hut let us keep it restricted at this point for
clarity.
An organization, also, is an open system with an environ-
ment. *'or this discussion I will only be referring to its
internal interactions. Likewise, staff-persons and consumer-
persons are open systems. I will be referring to these
person systems as natural systems and adaptive systems with—
ii tneir environment of the organization. These are important
agreements for our discussion. If you’re not clear, please
re-read the last three paragraphs.
"Typical patterns of behavior" that I referred to
earlier are devised into laws. I have gleaned several of
these laws from readings that I v/ill share with you as they
pertain to organizations.
On law is "nonsummative. " A system cannot be taken as
a sum of its individual parts. The analysis of isolated
segments would destroy the gestalt or the core of organiza-
tion. The whole implies an interaction that is greater than
the sum of its carts. A heart is more than a collection of
individual cells. Its wholeness is seen as an organ, a
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function, a complex organization, an interaction greater
than a collection of isolated cells.
For example, a series of individual dots could look
like this:
Figure 10:39 Isolated Dots
If we organize these dots into a form, we could have a square,
• • •
• • •
• • • Figure 10:40 Dots in an Or-
ganized Square
or, if we connect these dots, we could organize a line,
Figure 10:41 Dots Connected
to form a Line
The square and the line have taken on an organization, a form,
a function, a gestalt that is greater than the sum of its in-
dividual dots. This is the gist of "nonsummative.
"
Likewise, a mental health organization is a whole, a
gestalt, an interplay which includes an administrative style
as part of its total functioning ability. In other words,
the administrative style is not an isolated part that col-
lects money, people, and equipment in a building so that
human services can be delivered. The administrative approach
is within the gestalt of service delivery. It affects mental
health services, is affected by the services, and in fact is.
a mental health service.
The importance of this point was illustrated in a recent
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article by Murray Gruber (1974, p. 625-636). He spells out,
m a history of Scientific Management, the ponularization of
Systems Analysis through our Defense Department by former
oecretarv of Defense, Robert McNamara, the soread of "effi-
ciency" from industry to education and into the home, and
“he present push on organizations for accountability. As-
sociate Professor Gruber lists many examples including Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Planning-
Programming-Budgeting-System (PPBS), The War on Poverty, Job
^orps, the New York City Welfare Department, Health Education
and Welfare ( HEW ) , American Public Welfare Association
(APWA) and International Telephone and Telegraphy (ITT).
In all of these examples the Scientific Managment adminis-
trative model and the increasing rush for efficiency and
accountability emphasize the business aspect as if it were
separate from the human service delivery aspect. Ultimately,
he found the organizational goals of service were lost, re-
lationships were increasingly depersonalized, inflexibility
prevailed and creativity was smothered. The administrative
style was found to be inseparable from human service delivery.
The interaction was nonsummative
.
A second "law" for our use is adaptation. Ross Ashby
(1968) pursues the argument that systems in general move
towards a state of equilibrium. Since most states are non-
equilibria!, there is a selection being performed to obtain
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or retain equilibrium. G. Sommerhof (19S0) approaches his
argument from the position of "appropriateness." Appropriate-
ness pertains to those activities related to meeting the needs
cj the organism and to the effectiveness in meeting the needs
of the environment. He states 1) response must be to some-
tning, 2) appropriate is in relationship to subsequent occur-
ences and 3) appropriateness is dependent upon the environ-
ental circumstances which it meets and upon which success
is dependent.
I find that type of talk hard to retain or understand.
So I, as an open system, shall adapt by reprocessing the
input of information into a more pragmatic output.
A simple statement of the above is: all behavior is
well-adapted to its environment (See Newell, 1972, p. 789
and i/iener, 1967, p. 27 and 67). Now I don’t know about
you, but when I first heard that sentence, it about blew my
mind! I’m still not sure I fully understand its full
meaning. I used to think I could give thousands of examples
of maladative systems to disprove this "law." I no longer
feel that way. Let me share with you what I do understand.
All behavior is well adapted to its environment.
Application #1: A plant needs sunlight to be a healthy
plant. With limited light, leaves lose their greenness or
chlorophyll as an adaptation. The plant does with less than
ideally desired. If light is further restricted, the adap-
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tation can be seen in the leaves dropping the stem drying
up and the plant turning to dust. The adaptation may not
re desirable, but it is predictable and is a "fit" to the
circumstances given.
Application #2: Through my open window, I hear my son,
°cott, walking from the lawn mower to the tool shed to get
g?ore gas. When the mower had gas and was ignited, it adapted
oy running. Without gas, it adapts to not running. As the
r.ower is cleaned, oiled and stored inside, it adapts to longer
use. If it is not maintained and is stored outside, it will
adapt to wear, oxidation and weather to a state of being...
(what’s that Watergate term?)... oh, yes, a state of being
non-operational.’’ It is still in fact there, but no longer
functional. It’s behavior has adapted to its environment.
Application #3: Adaptation as it relates to learning
and therapy is often overlooked. The oversight, unfortunately,
does not remove its significance. A learning system controls
its transformations.
. .a reassortment of new or old informa-
tion into meaningful data which interacts with internal and
external outputs (Mowrer, 1968, p. 337-342). An adjusting
system is controlled by the environment. The greater the
external controls the less likely learning takes place (Ziff,
1964, p. 102). Likewise, the greater the controls in the
classroom or the therapy session the less is learned. The
adjusting behavior may be well adapted to the classroom or
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therapy session. But, to the degree that the classroom or
the therapy session is not like the real world, the adjusting
behavior is not transferable. Adaptation is then situational
within a given environment. Goffman (1961) illustrates this
in his studies of institutions and the problems inmates have
in leaving the institutional environment.
Application #4—A: From the "law" of nonsummation, I
have stated that an administrative approach is part of the
"wholeness" of an organization. Within that organizational
environment, a staff—person is seen as an open system that
is well adapted to the environment. If that environment is
highly structured, categorical, fragmented and controlling,
staii-persons will he well adapted. The adaptation may vary.
A person may quietly submit or angrily turn to subterfuge or
willingly leave this environment. Externally controlled,
submissive open systems will be attracted to this environment.
Likewise, an environment that is personal, supportive, non-
structural and allowing self direction will attract creative,
inner directed open systems (staff-persons) to it and will
ward off other open systems that prefer and look to a more
structured environment. A value judgement is not being
implied in this example. I am simply stating that we should
choose a style that is consistent with our intent.
Application #4-B: Within a similar context, sufficient
rower within a staff-person or a group of staff-persons can
necessitate a change in the environment (the administrative
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approach). As open systems, staff-persons can be affected
o.v and can affect their environment. To out it bluntly, a
leaner and a follower are neither without each other. They
are interdependent. The relationship is transactional!
Each shares in the responsibility! The adaptation for
either can be survival and the loss of principles, or the
preservation of principles at the expense of survival or,
hopefully, the self actualization of all concerned. "Section
1:00 Who is Responsible Around Here" goes into more detail
on this issue.
Application #4-0: Within this organizational environ-
ment we not only have well adapted open systems called
s bSi f'
—oersons
,
Dut also other systems called consumer-
persons that are also well adapted. Yes! These are the
people for whom the organization was originally established.
My observation points up the fact that these are so often
the people left out of our consideration of administrative
approach (see "2:00 Pam Was Here and Will Return") and
programming (see "4:30 It's Fun to be Creative, Let’s Go
to Your Place.")
But, for me, it follows that as
l) the administrative approach interacts and is inter-
dependent with other segments of the organizational environ-
ment,
then 2) the administrative approach is part of
the human service offered;
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and
?) as staff-persons are well adapted to their environment,
then 4 ) the administrative approach which
interplays within that environment plays a significant role
m the staff—persons 1 service delivery behavior;
and
5) n^a-t consumer-persons will in turn adapt to the staff-
persons adaptation,
. .whether that be towards an uptight,
externally controlled approach or towards an open, creative,
individualistic, self-directed approach. As far as I am
concerned, I do not pick plums to make applesauce, and I
00 not want to encourage adjusting system behavior in myself
or others when I wish to allow for self-actualization for
myself, my colleagues and our consumers (see Polya, 1957,
p. 137).
I just used the words "allow for." This takes us to
a third "lav/" called "probable path." For details, refer to
Chapter II in G. Sommerhof's book, Analytical Biology (1950).
He refers to "probable path" as the predicted avenue within
an ideal situation. "Probable path" is adaptive behavior
within a range of possible alternatives (choices), but
excludes "accidentally appropriate" which is not adaptive
when looked at within the framework of a goal. For example,
a misfired gun is mechanically adaptive in that it fires
when the trigger is pulled, but is not adaptive to the goal
of pursuing its target.
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In their book, Person to Person : The Problem of Being
—
nan
^ 1967 )» Rogers and Stevens state, "I find it sisnifi-
cant that when individuals are prized as persons, the values
they select do not run the full gamut of possibilities"
(p. 26). This is "probable path." It is a common cross-
cultural truism that within a total life experience of
respect and feeling "prized," persons do not select murder
or fraud. They do select survival, growth and development
°r themselves and others, as well as value deep human rela-
tionships.
McGregor (i960) discusses this concept within an organi-
zational framework. He holds that one cannot hold anyone
responsible for things he cannot control and that it is
fallacious to think one can control others through external
authority (p. 158). McGregor then suggests creating an
environment which is conducive to self control and commitment.,
a "probable path."
This concept has importance to me because of the common-
ly held belief that an administrator is responsible for the
behavior of other staff-persons. I think this view is held
by most lay-persons, staff-persons and administrator-persons.
I really don’t see how a mother can be responsible for her
daughter’s behavior on a date, nor a principal be responsible
for a teacher's actions behind a closed classroom door, or
a clinic administrator be responsible for a therapist's
interaction in therapy. I will discuss this in more detail
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at "1:00." For now, let me quickly state that I do feel
we can be resnonsible to others. Within an organization
we do have a responsibility for developing an environment
within which there is a probable path of self-worth, respect
of others, creativity and responsibility for one’s own be-
havior. One can "allow" for this in others, but not create
or be responsible for it in others.
It is almost 11:00 so I will just hurriedly refer to
several more "laws" before I stop.
At "4:00 How Big is Yours" I will discuss the problem
of size of organizations. Von Bertalanffy gives us the "Law
of optimum size of organization: the larger the organization
grov/s, the longer is the way of its communication and this,
depending upon the nature of the organization, acts as a
limiting factor" (1968, p. 48).
On the same page he also offers the law of oligopoly...
"if there are competing organizations, the instability of
their relations and hence the danger of friction and con-
flicts increases with the decrease of the number of organiza-
tions." As I won’t be discussing a mental health organiza-
tion’s external environment, I won’t be applying this law to
agencies as organizations. I will apply this, however, in
my ’1:00" discussion concerning heterogenetic staff... I will
use staff-person3 as systems correlated to organizations as
referred to in the above quotation.
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Hall and Fagen define the "law" of optimization. "it
means adapting the system to its environment to secure the
best possible performance in some respect. Optimum perfor-
mance in one respect does not necessarily mean optimum
performance in another; again it is a question of intent"
(1956, p. 25). In my discussion of staff-persons at "1:00"
I will refer to this law. My intent is to put to optimum
use the abilities of myself and others, rather than boxing
persons into categorical job roles that may restrict their
use of their abilities as well as accentuate their indivi-
dual weaknesses. Within optimization of use, problem
behavior is decreased while, at the same time, increasing
the survival level of the individual and the organization.
Another "law" which refers to organization size states
"the variance of a sample means decreases as the sample size
increases" (Starbuck, 1965, p. 463). In applied terms, I
say that a person's role varies in importance to the size
of an organization. To allow for self-actualization and to
preserve the value of each individual, the size of an or-
ganization needs to be kept to a workable size. At "4:00"
I will stick my neck out and put a limit on "size."
Amitai Etzioni states, "multi-purpose organizations tend
to be more effective than single-purpose ones" (1964, p. 15).
He feels that attaining one service goal often improves
another service goal. There is also the built-in ability to
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fulfill a whole range of staff's personality neeas. A
multi-purpose organization also has a greater capacity
for adapting. Flexibility is already built into program-
ming.
In Ashby's discussion of "constraint" (1956, p. 1?2)
he points up the importance of the "law" of variables.
The greater the number of variables, the less the constraint.
The fewer the variables, the greater the constraint. In
applied terms, the more variables allowed for and developed
bv an administrative style the greater will be the organiza-
tion's ability to grow, adapt and survive. Vickers applies
this concept in an interesting way to the personality as
well as organizations. "The highly organized business,
like the highly organized personality, necessarily generates
more inconsistency in its governing expectations than one
less highly organized" (1959, p. 8). The higher the degree,
not level, of organization, the fewer the variables; there-
fore the greater is the inconsistency as its ability for
adaptation has been constrained. I will use this concept
as part of my argument for a flexible, humanistic adminis-
trative approach as well as support for heterogeneous staff. .
.
both positions increase the number of variables which enrich
the staff, the service, and life line of the organization.
The last "law" that I'll refer to is the concept of
"mirroring." Each sub-set or self contained unit reflects
(mirrors) the structure of the system as a whole (Goldenberg,
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1971, d. 89). This is seen in the typical vertical pyra-
midal structure of a hierarchy. Each sub-set has a nosi-
tion of power and other nositions of subordinates. In
figure 10:56 this runs from a board of directors, to a
director, to department chiefs, to supervisors, to staff-
persons and finally, at the bottom, to consumer-persons.
If this structure is implemented for control and
accountability
trolled and accountable to the staff-person.
.
.as the staff-
person is to the supervisor. .. etc . ? Is that consistent
with the intent of mental health goals?
Within my exoerience, I have found mirroring can run
as follows: as I can administer and relate in a humanistic
manner to other staff-persons, the staff-persons are also
more able (probable path) to relate in a humanistic manner
to consumer-persons. Respect begets respect.
Fiyure 10:56 Sub-sets Mirroring Within
a Pyramidal Structure
is the consumer-person then con-
Figure 10:59 Sub-sets Mirroring Within
a Horizontal Structure
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Within the framework of general systems theory, I have
looked at organizations and people as open systems. The
o.iscussion has focused upon issues related to "non-summation,
"
adaptation and "probable path" as related to open systems.
I see human service delivery organizations having
primary goals that relate to the relationship between staff-
nersons and consumer-persons
. As open systems, both staff-
persons and consumer-persons are well adapted to their
environment. With a mental health <?oal of self-actualization,
I wish to allow for a "probable path" of self-actualization
within this organizational environment. As the ad-
ministrative style is part of the "wholeness" of the organi-
zation, I see the administrative approach as a critical
segment of the mental health service bein'? offered. The
mental health environment of the staff-persons "allows for"
a mentally healthy environment for the consumer-persons'
relationship with staff-persons. This, I find, is conducive
to effective mental health practice.
11:00 WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE
The day alter I met her I called to arrange our first
meeting alone.
It is now 11:05 and I’m 5 minutes late. I hate to be
late. .. especially for an anticipated date. In my busy world
I c.c value promptness, but it also annoys me. It's an area
of my life v/here I face my compulsiveness. I'd like to think
it is part of my utilitarian approach to life... but I'm not
always sure.
Is this annoyance I feel now? Partly. But I'm also
anxious. I sense an aura of anticipation to our meeting.
Since the phone call two days ago, time has been moving slowly.
The buzzer buzzes and my stomach twists; sometimes one's
gut tells you things your brain is denying.
With some last minute caution, I cross the room, open
the door and beckon Carie in.
She is wearing a navy-blue shirt blouse, a scarlet
flared skirt, with a flash of color in the bright scarf tied
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at an angle about her neck. Perhaps it is the reflection
o.l the sun, but it seems as if her skin has a flush. She
is a shapely woman, about five foot five... I suspect about
eight years my junior. Her fine textured hair, although
rather short (I believe called a pixie cut), has been fum-
bled by the autumn breeze. Pull of zest, her face is alert
witn a touch o± a smile to be found only in her eyes. Need-
less to say, I find her attractive.
"Do you care for some coffee?”
;0 thanks.,, I like your house. It's more personal and
homey than I’d expected.”
I'm not sure what she expects, but I like her candor.
I proceed: ”1 dislike most modern, institution-like buildings.
It’s hard to know a person if the setting doesn't heir you to
see that person. Even if you don't like my art work or
pictures, at least you see part of me.”
"Yes,” she replies, "so many people in our world talk
about giving of themselves, but don't. Often these same
people are helping others to be themselves, to be open and
individualistic; even as they unknowingly sit in a sterile
environment of their own making."
My lips form a word that goes unspoken. Whereas I felt
I had her attention, she stiddenly seems lost in thought. Her
eyes follow the traffic as it passes the window in jerks of
stops and goes. "Carie, you seem lost in thought."
"There's a lot on my mind." After a brief silence, she
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continues: "I'm experienced you know."
"Yes, I knew that before I called," In fact I'd known
of her reputation for several years prior to our introduction
three days earlier.
Garie absently pulls out a pack of cigarettes. She
takes one, and offers me one, I about die from temptation,
but turn it down. One cigarette at this point and I'm back
to smoking again!
"I’m experienced alright! Thirty-five years of life
(I v/as close) and six years in the profession."
Sensing some past discomfort on her part, I smile to
offer my reassurance. "I like the way you put that. In your
line of work, life's experience is very important."
"But, people often put that aside. I’ve had calls in
the past. Even on the phone, all they ask is who have you
%
been with recently?"
She seemed quieter and less forthcoming than when on
the phone. It was perhaps the first plateau in our relation-
ship. I decided to hit it head on.
"Y/hat is your intent today?"
"I’m looking for a new job." Her eyes quickly flick
from the traffic to me. They carry a hidden challenge as she
says, "Your* re the boss, aren't you?"
"I don't see myself as a boss. But, maybe I'm not clear
as to what you mean."
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"You're the Director of the Clinic, right?"
"Yes."
"So, then you have the power."
I pick up my pipe and look at it. "That depends on how
you use the word. I have strength and I see that as a part
of me ... intrapersonal
. And strength, coupled with my exoeri—
ence, often allows me to he influential. But power is inter-
personal. It is an agreed upon state between people. 'A boss’
sounds like it calls for a sequence of behavior that is I
act, and another reacts. But in fact, all behavior is trans-
actional. You will participate in that transaction as much
as I will. Only time will tell as to how that transaction
will work out. But I hope that we can both benefit and learn
from each other. To me, that makes for the best of relation-
ships. "
"Now I like that," she says and smiles. "You watch your
language. So often people use words that end up putting
people down. I hate that! That's why I'm looking for a new
job."
"You have a job now?"
"Yes, but I've decided to leave. And that's scary with
jobs being so tight now. I was so pleased to see you the
other day. I understand you're writing a book applying
mental health to administration."
I keep silent, but smile. I remember the endless pat-
terns I have drawn on the margins of my work paper repre-
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senting the hours of non—work.
Carie continues, "My present job seems to he a carbon
copy of my life as a child, and later as a student. I've
been given the responsibility to carry our a job, but find
that I’ve not been given the authority that must go with it.
I’m expected to keep the ’boss' informed. He often imposes
his ideas and prodedures upon me. At times I feel so de-
personalized." (Katz and Kahn, 1966, p. 50).
"Have you discussed it with your Director?"
"Of course, but what I see as a big sin, he sees as a
little sin. In a sense, a mountain and a molehill differing
only in size. But when I look at a molehill, it's not so
small... it’s part of the same mountain range. At least from
my perspective, it's damn important."
"I agree with you," is all I got out before she went on.
"I don’t like what I'm allowing that job to do to me.
I’m even suspicious of you, your position and your book. I
was recently reading Barton's book, Administration in Psychi-
atry (1962), and mind you, it’s like a bible in it's field.
I was looking for support, but was aghast at what I found.
He states, 'the habit of compliance with orders is a desired
objective’ (p. 353) and at another point (p. 354) he states
that ’all decision making may be retained bv one individual.'
I don’t think that's even good for an organizational system,
but I know it's not good for people."
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Leaning forward, I find I'm caught up into her tempo.
"You feel that pretty deeply, don't you? And your anger
is proving what I said before about behavior being trans-
actional. Once we agree to external authority, we promote
our own anger or violence
... powerlessness is not an effec-
tive control (May, 1972, p. 230). Through his observations
of students, Stephen Sales finds that 'students who blame
their performance on external reasons are neither elated by
success nor threatened by failure' (1972, p. 94 ). They
react in a non-human way.
"
With hurt in her eyes, she sighs. "I’ve felt that way.
I often felt if the boss knows so much about it, let him do
it!"
A snatch of ideas flash into my head from some earlier
reading. Communications theory and linguistic studies are
related to this conflict. In Pragmatics of Human Communica-
tions (1967), Paul Watzlawich discusses 0's acceptance of
P's definition of self. He states that this confirmation
of P's view of himself by 0 is basic to mental development
and stability. 'Man has to communicate with others for the
sake of his own awareness of self' (p. 85).
But this communication, as you can see, can be negative
or positive. It can be by word, or action, or lack of
response. Watzlawich states an anxiom: behavior has no
opposite. One cannot not behave. There is no nonbehavior
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(p. 48). He also states that any communication (verbal
behavior or non-verbal behavior) implies a commitment which
defines the relationship (p. 51). All behavior confirms or
denies the awareness of self, likewise, the behavior with-
in an organization confirms or denies the staff-person’s
awareness of self, the same self that relates to consumer-
persons, that offers the human service delivery, and that
attempts to fulfill the organization's goals.
Watzlawich gives an example that runs as follows: if
a pattern of cultural behavior seen as appropriate in in-
dividual A is called assertive, while B’s expected reply
is submissive, submission will encourage further assertion
and assertion will demand more submission. Without other
intervening factors, one is in a progressive state of more
assertion and further submission (p. 67). It seems to me
that Carie's present job frustration bears this out.
There is a major debate in linguistics theory going
on. Noam Chomsky (1972) holds that the nature of language
is innate and universal, whereas Benjamin Whorf (1952)
states that communication through language is an agreed
upon pattern that affects our perceptions. Whether innate
or not, it appears to me that language affects our percep-
tions, self concepts, and transactions. I really feel we
need to watch our language in order to preserve our intent.
Responsibility without authority, compliance to orders, or
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decision making retained by another - all of these create
powerless, meaningless, dehumanizing situations no matter
how much love may have been intended. The confirmation,
in this case, is of the powerful one and not the respective
selves.
My attention returns to Carie as I hear her say, "I
see what you mean. And I guess that's why I'm here looking
for a job. But, I fear I've gotten us off the topic of our
discussion," she adds with a laugh.
She has a cute laugh and is obviously more relaxed
than twenty minutes ago. We joke about being walking li-
braries of quotations before we get back to the main topic,
her job.
The Clinic does have an opening that Carie can consider.
I point out that the Clinic staff works with a high degree
of personal responsibility, which allows for creativity,
flexibility and personal growth. This type of responsibility
carries with it authority and accountability to one's self.
We also recognize our interdependence. . .what I do affects
you and what you do affects me.
"So the power you referred to earlier is not built into
one's position or status. It is earned. It is based upon
information, data and behavior coming from a respected source.
Likewise, control is seen as mutual.. As I need help, I turn
to you. For your questions, you can turn to me. As I like
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what yon are doing, 1*11 give you feedback. When you
approve of me, your confirmation will be observed by me.
As we question each other, and openly confront each other,
hopefully we can benefit in growth and closeness.
"What I'm describing is a high degree of participation
which is also a high degree of risk. But self-actualization
is a very personal, individualistic thing. When you depart
from conformity, you increase risk. I guess that's one of
the times you also feel your person.
"It's very important that you are clear about the
openness I describe. Some people are not looking for it,
and I respect this when they understand it. Others can't
work within such an unstructured setting. That's 0. K.
,
but
this should be determined before starting the job."
After I told her which job was open, which staff she
would most closely work with, who the clientele would be,
and where the setting was located, Carie asked, "What would
be my role?"
"I don't follow your question."
"Well, I know the details of the position I'm considering
but what is my role? How would I be expected to carry it
out?"
"My dear, I'm not about to tell you how to act or how
to behave. If I did that you would then be acting on a pre-
scribed or preassigned path which would box you into a role.
You could easily lose your spontaneity, which may be your
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strongest characteristic.
. .the very reason we want yon here.
Or it may hox you into trying to hide your weakness, which
could he the downfall of your service as well as your self.
It may even prevent you from adding your skills in other
work areas that we are as yet not clear about.
"let me use myself as an example. There are certain
consumer-persons that I don’t do well with. There are also
certain administrative jobs that I do poorly. However, on
the whole there are a lot of things I do well in administra-
tive leadership as well as in therapy. So I do both, as I
enjoy doing what I do well. Others on the staff can comple-
ment the total efforts in administrative-leadership, as I
can complement our total intents in theraov.
"Much is thereby gained. People can do what they do
best. This also increases our total flexibility and varia-
bility.
.
.we have increased skills and knowledge by combining
what is available to us. Likewise, we all get a change of
pace in work load."
With a deep breath and a half frown, Garie interjects,
"It also clears perspectives.
. .like the mountain and the mole-
hill. If I could have input to administration, I think I’d
have a better view of problems from that angle. Just as my
present director would have a better understanding of my
intents and frustrations if he did some of the clinical work.
It seems that we'd both appreciate each other more than we
do now.
”
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I suspect so, I' ixed roles seem "to fix a let of other
things, too... not always intentionally or knowingly."
"You know, I'm really getting excited about this job!
I do know how I'd carry out the job and I really think I'd
be comfortable about bringing my problems to you. I'm em-
barassed to say it, but I've never worked with anyone where
problems could be openly talked about. Problems were some-
thing to hide... like a weakness or a bad mark. I always
felt I was being hired to do a job, and, by God, I had to
act like I knew it. But that isn't very human, is it? We
shouldn't always have to know everything.
"It's a real paradox, too. Here we were denying our
problems while trying to help our clients face their pro-
blems. It was like we made ourselves superior to them...
a
higher class of people. We were healthy, but they were
resistant and immature. Gee, I make myself sound like a
snob. I wonder if my clients ever saw it that way? I won-
der if it affected our relationships?"
"I wonder, too..." I said with a knowing smile.
We sat for a thoughtful minute before she picked up
again. "I'm really feeling pretty good with myself right
now. I sense a challenge. I feel hope again. You strike
me as a reasonable man; therefore, I assume you will pay on
a reasonable basis. I'll ta.ke the job!" The plateau had
tilted.
"I'm glad. I like you, too." I got up to pull the blind
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co m, just enough to cut out the sunlight "being reflected
from a parked car.
"As you can imagine, I'm not the only person that has a
say about the job. I'd like to show you around the Clinic,
have you meet some other staff members, and, if at all possible,
your re invited uo attend one of our Wednesday morning staff
meetings. The more people you can meet, the better your
feeling for us and our feeling for you. The Personnel Com-
mit oee o.i. the Board a.lso acts as a check and ba.lance. After
you and the staff meet each other, I'll meet with the Com-
mittee, share with them our recommendation and ansv/er their
questions. You may meet with them if you wish, but it isn't
a requirement of theirs. We can clear a decision by Thursday
afternoon.
"
"I'll need several weeks notice on my present job."
"That ’ s no problem.
"
"What about letters of recommendation?"
"Bo you have any from anyone that isn't a friend?"
She laughed and said, "No."
"^riends are always complimentary. I think we can
estimate our relationship best if we are clear, onen and
comfortable with each other. That's all that counts. To
understand a letter, I'd have to understand who wrote it.
If you messed uu before, how do I know if that was your doing
or the organization's?"
"True .
"
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"Before we go, I'd like to read something to you." I
turned to my bookshelf and pulled out Goldenberg's book.
If people, regardless of their backgrounds or level of
formal preparation, were involved in what for them were
meaningful, intrinsically gratifying, and growth producing
human service activities, the results could not help but be
beneficial to the clients with whom they were engaged,’"
(1971, p. 124).
"That really sums it up, doesn’t it."
"Yes. I think it's so exciting to find someone who so
clearly sta.tes something that I've felt, but never nut into
words.
"0. K.
,
Garie. Why don't I show you around."
"0. K., Bill."
"Then, maybe we can grab a bite to eat up the street at
Friendly's.
"
With a chuckle, she adds, "0. K.
,
as long as you watch
your language !
"
12:00 LUNCH BREAK ... OFF-DUTY BENEFITS
As so often happens, my busy morning away from the
telephone had led to an accumulation of calls to be returned.
Several were pressing messages and I decided to return these
calls during my lunch break.
Carie, I found, was quite self-sufficient. While I was
showing her around, the Clinic, she met several staff people
who had invited her out to lunch with them. She had accepted
their offer. I was free for several phone calls before I ate.
I was pleased some of the staff had offered lunch to her.
Not so much that it freed up my time (I could always return
calls later)
,
but more that it was an extension of the staff
to Carie. Almost all of us on the staff bring ready-made
lunches or cook up something at work. We enjoy the relaxing
hour together in our joshing and informal socializing. So the
invitation to Carie was not as casual or part of otter ready-
made plans as it may have seemed to an outsider.
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My first returned call went through easily. No snags. It
was quick, easy and to the point.
The second call was different. I was trying to clarify
a question with our major medical group coverage agent. De-
termining an answer meant describing the problem to several
different departments with fairly long waits between
transfers of my call from one department to the next.
In the midst of one of these transfer waits, my mind
trailed off...Carie was on my mind... our hour discussion...
the major medical insurance question. I recalled that Carie
and I had discussed the job and our means of operation, but
we hadn’t discussed benefits... I will change that to off-
duty benefits. When you think about it, job benefits are
usually benefiting us off the job. Only rarely, as with
Carie, do we talk about on-the-job benefits.
"Personnel Practices and Policies," which vary from or-
ganization to organization, do have in common the varied job
descriptions plus a detailed listing of off-duty benefits.
On-the-job benefits are either not discussed or, if they are,
only vaguely. The implication is that one is paid to do a
job and the environment of that job is of less importance.
It also suggests that people work solely for these benefits.
The possibility that an employee wishes to be productive or
creative, wishes to have a say in the organizational operation,
wishes to be close to his colleagues, or wishes to be sure
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she'll be working within an environment promoting growth
is either denied or underplayed.
To elaborate upon this point, I'm going to list off-
duty benefits. I'm going to number them to add emphasis to
the length of the list.
1. Lunch hour - one could certainly eat in less time
than an hour. But one does need a break if the job is
boring and tedious.
2. Salary - the primary reason given for working.
Salary in today’s society is basic to individual survival.
3. Sick leave - income protection during brief periods
of illness.
4. Vacation - a period of time that is yours... a change
of pace... a time to recover.
5. Maternity leave
- job protection during a specific
time period allowing for delivery and infant care.
6. Military leave
- job protection for those who wish to
fulfill other responsibilities to their state or to the Nation.
7. Holidays - time off to honor special religious, state
and national days.
8. Personal days - time off for specific, unusual
personal responsibilities.
.
.legal, medical or business.
9. Family days - time off for family emergencies...
illness, funerals and the unexpected.
10.
Medical service insurance - subsidized doctor and
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laboratory services to insure good health.
11. Hospitalization insurance - subsidized hospital
services.
12. Major medical coverage - subsidized payment for
the rare, unexpected, larger medical needs.
13. Worker's compensation
- job and income protection
after an injury while on the job.
14. Unemployment compensation - income protection in
the case of unemployment.
15. Malpractice insurance
- pertains to an on-the-job-
<? c t
,
but, in this context, is seen as an income protection
in case of a la.w suit,
16. Deduction of withholding tax, United Way contributions,
®tc. — the organization has agreed to deduct from your pay so
it can make payments for you... a way of carrying out your off—
the-job responsibilities more easily.
17. Social Security, Retirement Plans and Sheltered
Income - income protection for those years following term-
ination of employment and its related salary.
And, some organizations also offer (18) annual checkups,
(19) dental insurance, (20) prescription coverage, (21) rec-
reational facilities, and, I imagine, many other benefits
that presently slip my mind.
Nov; isn't that impressive? These off-duty benefits do
assist us in meeting our basic needs, do intend to preserve
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cmr mental and physical health for the job as well as off
the job, and, in many ways, do add to our feelings of value.
Off-duty benefits are, on the whole, humane. I don't demean
them.
I am, however, impressed with the length of the list, the
detail of specificity and the way we playup off-duty benefits
in contrast to so little being said about on-the-job benefits.
I also value on-the-job benefits and, therefore, advertise
them as benefits.
If you're curious about the literature related to on-
the-job benefits, I refer you to Argyris (1962 and 1970),
Paiget (1950), Rogers (1967), McGregor (1966), Likert (1961),
Herzberg (1959), Sarason (1971), May (1972), Prankl (1967),
Bennis (1969), and Schien (1970). Each of these authors
emphasizes the importance of a humanized, self-actualizin^
environment as related to the person and the job.
Eor example, Frederick Herzberg of Case-Western Reserve
University (1959) developed theory around the concept of
effective utilization of human resources. His studies
within industry concentrated on two catagories of need...
environmental (hygiene) factors and motivation factors.
Herzberg found that when people complained about their
dissatisfaction with their job, they most frequently talked
about administration, interpersonal relationships, and
security. . .all factors that are not generally seen as intrinsic
parts of one's job as such. He called these environmental
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factors. When people felt good about their work
(independent of the above factors) they talked about
motivation factors related to their job itself
... that
is feelings of personal growth, recognition for accom-
plishment, increased responsibility, achievement and chal-
lenge. As discussed in the sections covering open systems
and communications theory, interpersonal factors play
a major role in defining the intrapersonal factors that
I referred to as self-actualization.
This last sentence is not meant to abolish
personal responsibility, I am still talking within
the context of "probable path." And I am saying that
interpersonal relationships within a mental health organ-
ization determine the " probable path." On the one hand,
a path of dissatisfactions with environmental factors
that distract, block, handicap and diminish one’s efforts
towards personal responsibility and self-realization.
Or, satisfaction with interpersonal relationships
that allow for a "probable path" towards self- actual-
izing motivation factors. .. creativity, self- direction,
responsibility with authority, committment and self-
worth.
These are qualities I cherish. .. qualities I wish
to build into organizations. .. qualities worth advertising
as on-the-job benefits.
?1:00 WHO'S RESPONSIBLE
AROUND HERE?
Dear Mother,
Bob, a teenager that I see each week at 1:00, hasn’t
arrived yet, so I'll start a letter to you.
I have really been concerned about you since reading your
last letter. I can well imagine how "up-ending" it is for
you, six months from 65, to learn that your place of work is
considering an enforced-retirement-at-65 policy. Aside from
your ability, energy and desire to work, this indefiniteness
certainly leaves you up in the air about planning. I can well
understand your anger and worry. How soon will they decide?
Will it necessarily affect you? Who decides? What is the
reason for the sudden push for a policy? Is this part of
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your new director's new package? What a downer! (v)
I dust wish there was something I could do to help. I
will say I think you have the right to know how soon a decision
will he made and to clarify how much planning time you will
have after a decision is made. When your administrator says
you will have "plenty of time" does he mean six days or six
months? It seems to me that his intent to clarify actually
is confusing you all the more. Can you ask for a six-
month grace period instead of using your 65th birthday
(which keeps getting closer) as the cutoff date?
This reminds me of the salary problems you all had last
month when everyone had their excess hours cutback to a
normal work load, but without knowing if the cutback would
affect salaries. As I recall, you never were told and only
found out when you picked up your check. This all strikes me
as very inconsiderate, impersonal and inhumane.
.
.particularly
within an organization such as yours whose purpose is to
deliver human services.
I was about to ask, "Who's responsible around there?"
as if I were asking for the name of one person. In fact,
you are all responsible people. Being treated irresponsibly
doesn't remove your responsibility.
.
.and I mean "responsibility"
in several ways. First, you are still a responsible person.
No one can take that away from you but yourself. Secondly,
you still can carry out your job duties responsibly. You seem
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enjoy your job, the staff, and the consumer-persons
you relate to. And thirdly, you are still responsible
for some input into this whole decision concerning the
retirement policy.
One of the problems, I sense, is that you feel left out
while others are making a decision that affects your life.
Only you, alone or together with other staff members, can
let the Director and/or Board know your worries and thoughts
about this problem.. If nothing else, you can remind them
that they are not the only ones responsible around there!
They hired you because you were a responsible person and
I hope they don’t expect you to stop being responsible at
this point in time.
You also asked, in your last letter, how my book was
coming along and what some of the details are. Well, it is
coming slow but sure. It’s a good combination, I feel, of
hard work and fun that is resulting in a lot of satisfaction.
As for some details, Bob still has not arrived for
his appointment and I am in the mood to write you a long
letter... so some details you shall get. Also what I have to
say may be appropriate in helping you understand some of
the problems you are now having at work.
Sometime when you are here visiting you can read the
entire manuscript to pick up some of the background. For
now, I will share with you some of my ideas about the
application of administrative leadership that has an emphasis
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upon the mental health of all of us who work at the Clinic.
Needless to say, I try to avoid situations like the one
you are in right now because I believe they tend to de-
humanize people.
My discussion will be broken down into ten specific
points related to practice of administration:
(l) To start, we at the Clinic put a heavy emphasis
on interpersonal trust, openness and personal responsibility.
I feel this is basic for us as well as for our consumer-
persons. Distrust and irresponsibility cannot promote
the trust and responsibility that all consumer-persons are
searching for (laws of non-summation and mirroring).
We promote this partly by having a heterogeneous staff...
staff persons from various professions, with different
skills, and backgrounds, and expressing my schools of thought
(law of variables). Each person experiences his/her input
about what is going on as well as has opportunity to learn
from the others (law of oligopoly). We find we can learn
a lot from each other and we make time available for this
to happen. This learning and doing together encourages
our personal growth as well as develops skills and flex-
ability in our consumer-person relationships (law of "probable
path"). We do not always like what we hear, but we can
learn to be heard, to listen and to sort out what makes
sense to each of us (learning systems). Within this frame-
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work we can appreciate our commonality in humanness as well
as our human differences.
I want to add another word about personal responsibility.
This seems to be a common, universal struggle.
. .being
responsible for one’s own acts... being clear about one’s
priorities.
. .knowingly meeting or not meeting one's own needs.
We share this struggle with our consumer-persons as well
as the world. Yesterday the kids and I saw the movie,
’’The Trial of Billy Jack,” in which we were confronted
with people ’’Just following orders." My Lai, Kent State,
Freedom School, Watergate, the oil situation, the govern-
or and the local retail furniture store salesman were all
situations in which people "just followed orders" (external
control of adjusting systems) and thereby tried to avoid
personal responsibility. But in fact, they did not.
"Just to follow" is also a decision for which we are
personally responsible.
I feel we in mental health organizations have a
responsibility to promote personal responsibility for
ourselves and our various consumer-persons. What a puzzle
it is that mental health people look at deliquency and
character disorders as terms descriptive of people who
react... and yet they set up mental health organizations
that promote (law of "probable path") staff reaction rather
than action. By reaction I mean to submit to or resist
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a directive (adjusting systems)
. Action means an affir-
mative personal act for which one feels committed and
personally responsible. For example, when you arrange
social events for your residents you are acting... you
create opportunities for others through your interest,
skills, commitment and personal responsibility for your
work. When others make decisions that affect your life
without your input, you take a position of reacting ... as
in the question of retirement policy and salary change.
That is an easy trap to fall into. I find help in being
very self-conscious about acting. Also I feel that our
organization can promote this type of self-consciousness,
the fewer the prescribed actions by the organization, the
greater is the opportunity for direct personal responsi-
bility.
(2) My next point (actually all of these ideas
interrelate and are interdependent) is that we work togeth-
er as a unit. Each person works out his or her duties
within his/her area of interest and skill (law of optimi-
zation) . This becomes a key point when we hire. Does
this prospective staff-person have the interests and
skills to "fit" (law of adaptation) according to the duties
that we wish him/her to carry out? During the present
period of a tight job market, we need to be sure that we
do not just fill a person's need for a job. It may seem
that offering a job to this person is the humane thing to
do. But once he/she has started working and the survival
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need for money is met, that person may find the job is
thwarting rather than fulfilling. This may bring about
his/her downfall as well as the downfall of his service (law
of nonsummation)
.
One of the major benefits of working as a unit is
that each person can experience a comradeship as well as
the realization that he/she is needed. Our uniqueness is
preserved along with our commonalty. I think job slots,
professional roles and turf problems are often meant to
preserve uniqueness, but they also can end up boxing in
the person. However, within a heterogeneous staff comprised
of persons whose duties relate to their individual interests
and skills you can sense a real uniqueness and value for
each person. Expression of these many skills also allows
for temporary or long-term changes in duties when needed
at times the organization has changing needs; at other
times a staff-person may be going through a change of
skills and interests. Both have a need to be respected (law
of adaptation. . .appropriateness)
.
About two years ago we had an experience at the Clinic
that illustrates this. Private, non-profit agencies such
as our Clinic have been going through some radical changes
in financial support during the past four or five years.
Whereas our total financial support used to come
from the United Way and State Mental Health Department al-
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locations, in recent years these funds have leveled off.
Consequently we have sought Federal funds and private
mini-grants.
I shared this problem with the staff in a weekly
Wednesday morning meeting two years ago. We were one month
away from starting a new fiscal year, and estimated income
was $20,000.00 short of our expenditure forecast. In the
past, I had fulfilled the responsibility for developing
sources for all of our income. I now felt fresh out of
ideas, short on energy, and very uncomfortable about
starting a year with a predicated deficit. We never had
to do that before.
So I asked for their help. Were any staff members
planning to cut back their time or perhaps terminate
their own employment during the coming year? If not,
should we plan on a staff cutback? As 92% of the budget
related to personnel, other cutbacks would be - insufficient.
Would the expected deficit also cause a cutback in greatly
needed services? Fid anyone have other ideas or sug-
gestions?
The room was filled with silence. People were serious
and anxious. Had I inappropriately dropped a bombshell
on them? I think not. These were mature, responsible
people. The problem was real. I was asking for assistance
and suggestions; I was not asking to be relieved of the
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responsibility. And it was a serious, anxiety-provoking
topic.
A few ideas were thrown out for discussion, but they
were primarily different approaches to the same old
financial resources. We then decided to discontinue dis-
cussion for a week to give the staff time to fully digest
the new problem. We went on to other business.
An hour and a half later, at the conclusion of
that meeting, three different people came to me with ideas.
The four of us got together during the lunch hour and it
soon became apparent that these three people had ideas
and contacts that I did not have. As my energy level was
down, we distributed the work load. Each agreed to make
specific phone calls and work up certain grant proposals.
If any face-to-face meetings were needed with these fin-
ancial sources, I would accompany the other staff members
and offer an over-view of the Clinic.
Encouraging events happened during the week. At
the next staff meeting, our plan of new contacts was
spelled out to the staff. We then decided to hold off
on staff cutbacks for at least six months to see what
developed. Our Board of Directors concurred with our
plans. By the end of March, three months later, we had
jointly resolved the problem as the needed $20,000.00
had by then been guaranteed by three new granting agents.
I was greatly relieved. But more than anything else, I
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was impressed with our combined resourcefulness and the
resulting esprit de corps. We had done it ourselves!
(3) Esprit de corps is also enhanced when all staff-
persons carry treatment (service delivery) responsibil-
ities... the third point of this letter.
Remember this summer, Mother, when we were driving
from Cincinnati to Lexington to see the horse farms and
we were talking about the pyramidal organization of
hierarchy? (Reader refer to figure 10:56). Most organ-
izations use this model. Control and direction come
from the few on top of this pyramid to the many below.
This can create awesome communication problems in inter-
personal relationships and decision making.
One problem is that the decision-makers on ton
often make decisions without experiences similar to the
"front-line" people. These decisions may or not be practical.
They may contribute to or detract from the service (staff-
person and consumer-person relationships). Just last
month a group of us were talking about the increasingly
difficult job of gathering an assortment of statistics on
services. Every financial resource wants figures. Even
similar Federal and/or State resources want different
figures. A colleague from another agency reported that
for every druguser (yes, that's a person) seen, eighteen
different forms must be filled, out. Eighteen! Isn't that
BO
crazy! Is the grant money really for promoting services
or filling out forms?
In a federal pyramid, two-way communications allov/ing
for feedback to decision-makers is almost impossible.
The organizational structure as well as the physical dis-
tance between Central and Field offices both play a part
in this problem. But even a smaller organization of
several hundred to a thousand people in one setting
(e. g. many mental health centers, hospitals and school
systems) has similar problems. As long as a decision-
maker is removed from direct service, that person or group
of persons must rely upon feedback for information.
In a hierarchy, people work on different levels,
and each level has different sources, perceptions and
interpretations of information. This feeling of separ-
ateness allows for blaming up and down the line. Top
level persons press for increased adherence to their
directives and lower level persons agree to, give in to,
give up on, or resent their own views not being listened
to (law of adaptation). The greater the number of directives
from above, the less the lower level people sense their own
responsibility (law of "probable path"). These persons fre-
quently slip into believing their own powerlessness.
Concurrently the top position persons increase their
isolation stemming from the overwhelming feeling of total
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authority and responsibility. Their perception of lower
level "laziness” encourages them to increase structure and
external control. And the cycle goes on. Feedback falls
to a low ebb. It often surprises me how frequently
organizations unwittingly follow this cycle.
In contrast, much of this can be avoided when all
staff-persons carry service delivery responsibility,
esprit de corps is enhanced and all participate when work-
loads increase or decrease. All have first-hand information
for input to decisions. There also is increased under-
standing of the various viewpoints that are a result of
the many different duties. The first-hand experience of
each other's work can lead to increased comfort and res-
pect with the group. In addition information and influ-
ence are more easily shared (law of mirroring.)
When an administrator participates in direct services
he, too, is more able to recognize his participation as
part of the staff group rather than over the staff group
(law of nonsummation). Status, power and influence are
thereby shared.
(4) The next point is important. Within the frame-
work I used, no one makes decisions for anyone else's
services delivery.
Along with respect for personal responsibility, this
point also illustrates the fact that people do best what
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they believe in and are committed to. Various styles of
therapy are based on such personal and often complex
relationships that it seems impossible for one to do
other than what makes sense to oneself. To follow someone
else’s directive or style of behavior without conviction
is already different behavior. This is the downfall, in
my experience, of clinic "teams" and the traditional case
conferences. Decisions are often laid on other staff-
persons as if they could be carried out. Yet as external
control increases, internal responsibility decreases
and relationships are thereby defined - staff- person
to staff-person and staff-person to consumer-person.
The concept that no one decides for another’s service
actions accepts differences - differences in concepts
and approaches to therapy. I continued to be amazed that
therapists from many different schools of thought can be
both effective and ineffective. I suspect that our valued
techniques are not critical as to effectiveness. What
is important is the relationship between the staff-person
and consumer-person. We are still working on developing
an "art." It is too bad to make therapy look like a
science.
’When each of us decides on our own style of service de-
livery, we need to allow room for mistakes (as if we had
any choice). Any approach will have mistakes, but we need
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to feel more comfortable about mistakes. We can learn from
mistakes rather than fear our being judged by our mistakes.
This raises another question. Is all staff behavior
acceptable? No; there are some general standards to work by.
I question that we know enough about effectiveness and account-
ability, however, to use them as a real standard. But pro-
fessional ethics, social acceptability, and a common-sense
approach to human involvement are guidelines. Consumer
satisfaction, or the lack of it, should not be underplayed.
And, if employment should have to be terminated, why do we
make such a big deal about it? It need not be a value judge-
ment about the person. Perhaps more accurately the job sit-
uation needs or doesn't need something the person is offering
or can not offer. It's a question of an awareness of the
right "fit" for the person and the job (law of adaptation).
(5) And next... Staff meetings are times to share infor-
mation and influence the decisions of others (contrasted to
making decisions for others). This holds true for all persons
and all types of decisions.
. .administrative, policy and clin-
ical (law of nonsummation).
To me, staff meetings are the backbone of the organiza-
tional environment. Staff meetings teach and verify the
real day-to-day operational environment. Who has the informa-
tion. ..one or many sources? Is there one leader or many?
Organizations benefit from staff-person skills best when
leadership is shared (law of variables). Are decisions really
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respected or is that just a paper policy? If I need help,
is it really available? Is the meeting formal or informal?
Is it at all personal or strictly business? Do I feel com-
fortable here? If I am bored can I have input about the
style of the meeting? Do I count?
I believe the answers to these questions will say a lot
about the organization as well as the service delivery. The
interpersonal relationships in staff meetings are mini-projections
of staff-consumer relationships. They are inseparable.
.
.non-
summative
.
(6) An allied point,.,each staff—person is seen as a
source of knowledge, help and support. This is the bread and
butter of a heterogeneous staff. Each can be valued for a
specific input and each can benefit from the varied inputs
of others. Knowledge broadens. Skills increase. Help is
accessible from many. Support is ever-present.
.
.not just at
the time when a given person is available.
You may be reading my comments and thinking we operate
from a position of group consensus. That at times does
happen, but it’s not the core of ray position.
Several years ago we at the Clinic moved into a homey,
old house with three floors plus a walkout basement and a
sub-basement. Having placed the coffee pot in the kitchen
on the first basement level, I realized, that those working
on the second and third floors could find this exceedingly
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inconvenient. At the next staff meeting I brought this up
for discussion. We talked about it for half an hour and
still reached no decision. It then became apparent to all
of us that this was not a critical issue, so the discussion
topic was changed. I later set up a coffee station on the
second floor, only to find in several weeks that it was un-
used and unnecessary.
I learned several things from this experience, First
of all, that some issues are too insignificant to even talk
about. But more basic, because I know the staff pretty well
due to our openness and constant interplay of ideas, I often
can make decisions knowing how most staff—persons view an
issue (law of "probable path"). If I make a mistake, as with
the coffee pot, there usually is little harm done.
So, I follow a pattern like this: issues which deal
with policy and affect most, if not all, staff members will
be discussed in staff meetings. Sometimes, however, issues
pop up and need immediate attention before the staff is called
together. I then get a "reading" from several staff members
about my view, or I make a decision based on prior knowledge
of the staff. Many decisions are made solely on prior know-
ledge of staff views. This, I believe, allows for a mutual
respect. The staff knows I will either discuss an issue with
them or make a decision having had their prior input. It is
very unusual for me to make a decision without staff support.
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But when I do they know it was done with consideration as to
their varied or combined inputs and that I will give them
feedback about my decision. I, too, can be a source of
knowledge, be different and take a personal position.
(7) Next point ... ind ividual and group development is
more likely to be consistent with each other within the
setting I’m describing (law of mirroring). Groups as well
as individuals grow or stagnate. When the group’s (staff
or board) and the individual’s growth has interplay, the
decisions made and accepted are more likely to be consistent
with each other’s growth.
That may not seem like a significant point, so let me
say it another way. Even if an administrator has had a
spurt of growth which affects his decisions regarding the
staff, the staff still may not be ready for such a decision
(Hampden-Turner, 1970, p. 166). Or, the staff’s growth may
have had a recent spurt and is more advanced than the posi-
tion taken by the administrator. Either way, strain is devel-
oped. But when functions are shared, leadership is shared.
All have learned from each other and there is an interplay
of ideas related to the decisions being made. The growth
of individuals and the group also is more often in step with
each other. It is like working with a good co-therapist. . .you
each ’’know” what the other is about to say or do. This could
lead to a "group-think” (see Janis, 1972) problem but this is
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usually avoided by having a heterogeneous staff within an
open setting.
(8) Number eight includes respect for individual input,
differences, growth and interest in change, all of which make
for adaptation and innovation for program development. Like
every organism (open system), every organization struggles
.for survival. Within an environment that allows for, en-
courages, develops and promotes creativity, adaptation is an
ongoing process. Ideas are always on the back burner ready
for use. Staff-persons become aware of community needs that
can be met in a new way. New skills or service areas become
apparent more quickly. Creativity and exploration of ideas
become the norm rather than the restrained exception (lav/ of
"probable path").
I see therapy as a creative process - a way in which
a person can look at and experience his life problems in an
effort to create an alternative for a more meaningful life
for himself. The more this creative, adaptive process can
be respected within the staff relationships, the more likely
("probable path") the process will be respected in therapy
(law of nonsummation)
.
(9) Next to the last point: the inclusion of each per-
son in the decision-making and operational process develops
his committment to the organization. Abstract, absolute
organizational goals are replaced with a feeling that this
is our place, these are our ways, this makes sense to me.
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Policies become alive with their relevance and appropriate-
ness.
Have you ever been a clock-watcher waiting for 5 o'clock
so you could leave work? If so, I'll bet you were trying to
keep someone else happy - someone who would judge your effect-
iveness by the hours you worked. Did your job setting feel
like your place?
I find that people, when feeling included and personally
commited, do a better job. They may keep somewhat different
hours, but they almost always put in more hours, more energy,
more substance, more of themselves. They are closer to self-
actualization, but equally important, they are more ready to
put themselves into their treatment relationships.
.
.and that's
what this discourse is all about.
(10) Now, the final point. All decision-making is based
on prior knowledge, skills and information (Cohen, 1961, p. 128).
Creativity is based on seeing ideas or actions in a new light,
in new combinations or from a different perspective. It
behooves us, therefore, to include more staff for more
knowledge for creative decision-making. By "more staff" I do
mean within a workable number. One hundred people certainly
retain more knowledge than twenty... but twenty is a more
workable group.
Within the context of this discussion, I'm contrasting
one or two people making a decision to ten people providing
input regarding a decision. The latter is based upon a
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broader base of prior knowledge (law of variables). Aa y0ur
nine year old grandson, Brinton, recently said, "three heads
are better than one." Of course he was talking about the
bathrooms in our house and I am talking about people. (^?)
Brrr...it’s turning colder this afternoon. It is a
dark November day. Hope it clears up for Christi’s Thanks-
giving recess from college.
Bob never did make it in for his 1:00 appointment. I
have a note here that he called, is ill and will he in next
week. I am pleased that he acted responsibly and called.
Almost 2:00 and I have to scoot. Thanks for your
Christmas list suggestions. Take care and write soon.
Love,
Bill
P. S. I stopped smoking cigarettes six weeks ago. My cough-
ing has decreased and I am feeling better.
2:00 PAM WAS HERE AND WILL RETURN
Last Tuesday I was participating in a multi-agency
meeting in the Clinic’s hoard—staff room. The discussion
had focused upon another organization's problems in dealing
with decisions. The decision-making proceedure was confusing
to their own staff, to consumers and to the community. It
seems their staff, and middle—management persons were set-
ting up and negotiating varied programs. But, at given
points during these relationship-building negotiations they
sensed a need to report back to the director for clearance
of their decisions. They felt this was expected of them
rather than a need for support on their part.
This procedure made for different problems. It would at
times inappropriately break the pace for negotiating. It
also seemed to affect the trust of the people in the organi-
zation with whom they were negotiating. The staff-persons
were frustrated, too, as they felt an implied question of
their judgement, ability and authority.
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The discussion had gotten hung up, and considerations
were focused only on organizational and turf questions. Any
thoughts about the impact on staff-persons, consumer-persons
and mental health service goals were side-stepped. The
meeting ended on the same note...B flat.
In the midst of this serious discussion, I happened to
glance at the blackboard and read, "Pam was here and will
return.” What a heart-wanning thought this was for me. Pam
is a teenager who several years ago would not have come to
the Clinic. She had been an angry girl... very disenchanted
with "the establishment.” But with the help of The Station,
the Clinic’s Youth Counseling Center, she had gotten a job.
As she related to the Station staff she found respect, accen—
tance and interest in her in contrast to an interest in rules.
Eventually she asked for counseling from a staff-person and
was seriously looking at her personal responsibility rather
than just reacting to authority.
So, Pam had been here and would return. I felt clear in
my mind that her ability to return had been enhanced by the
staff’s flexibility, openness and innovative approach which
had been allowed and encouraged within the Clinic’s administra-
tive approach. The administrative environment had fostered
the staff’s freedom to act with their own awareness of per-
sonal responsibility. This in turn had attracted Pam’s
interest in personal growth and responsibility.
9?
Over the past ten years, there has heen an increase of
federal and state dollars for new services. These new ser-
vices often had the intent of promoting innovation services
for the poor, minority groups, juvenile delinquents and
other "high risk" groups. These funding sources included
Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0), National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH), Law Enforcement Emergency Act (LEEA),
Title I educational funds. Job Corp and various local re-
sources. With just a few exceptions, the vast majority of
programs started from these resources are no longer in exis-
tence.
I am sure there are many reasons for their becoming
defunct, but two pertain to this discussion. One relates to
programming and the lack of awareness in programming for spe-
cific population groups. I’ll discuss this at 4:30 in the
section called, "It’s fun to be creative. Let’s go to your
place.
”
The other reason has to do with the administrative
approach. The literature and discussions of these defunct
programs analyzed how the staff-persons failed, or why the
consumer-persons did not use the service, or why the services
were not needed. Blame was placed upon staffs, consumers or
programs. In only a few exceptions (Goldenberg, 1971 and
Sarason, 1971) was the administrative approach looked at.
Whether the programs were new and independently operated or
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a sub-program of a larger, older organization, they usually
had the common characteristic of attempting to offer an in-
novative program within an old administrative framework.
Efficiency, accountability, hierarchy, credentials and or-
ganizational procedures were seen as necessary ingredients
for the organization. The fact that these were seen as
lacking reality, middle-class, "establishment," slow moving,
inappropriate and unjust by the hoped-for "high risk" con-
sumers was unwittingly overlooked. The only result was to
add to the disenchantment of these same consumers.
You may recall my discussion at 10:30 this morning
about general systems theory. Within that discussion I
talked about the law of nonsummation (the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts) and I referred to the increasing
push for efficiency and accountability after Robert McNamara
promoted Systems Analysis within the federal government. I
just recently experienced an excellent example of how such
a procedure affects the consumer-person.
Up until the last six months, a neighboring school
system with which we at the Clinic work had been an ideal
school system from our viewpoint. It had promoted and
developed humanistic educational skills, and emphasized
affective learning as well as cognitive learning. It had
easily and comfortably rearranged pupil schedules or even
developed new programs to meet the needs of individual youth.
The school had been outstanding in believing that the school
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system is most effective when it makes adaptations for its
consumers rather than expecting the consumer-youth to make
all the adaptations to the system.
But there has been a recent change. With some encour-
agement from the federal level, the State Board of Education
has drawn up statewide goals and procedures for itself and
has requested that each Board of Education do the same thing.
As the township’s Board of Education now has drawn up its
goals, it has asked each school and each department within
its system to do likewise. The result is a series of senten-
ces which state: by a given date within this school year, a
given percentage (I believe 90%) of students on each grade
level "shall" satisfactorily obtain a given skill level in a
given subject as measured by a given test.
The milieu within the school changed after the adoption
of this document. Teachers now are more uptight, and cog-
nitive learning again has paramount importance. Schedule
changes are very unlikely to happen as teachers want the
consumer-youth in their classes at all times to be learning
skills for the prescribed test. Learning for learning’s sake
has been replaced by learning for the test. Individualistic
learning has been replaced by group-standard learning. As
a result we at the Clinic are finding that our recommenda-
tions about specific youth are being looked upon with great
caution. Youth are reporting increased pressure "to keep
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teachers happy." Teachers voice fear of judgement or I033
of job if their students do not measure up.
In brief, an administrative decision in Washington D. C.
has passed through the hands of many on the state and local
level. The effort to satisfy that decision through these
given goals and procedures has had an impact upon the working
and learning environment. There is no question in my mind but
that this push for efficiency and accountability is working
against the consumer-person's learning. .. the administrative
intent is inconsistent with and works against the organiza-
tional goals.
Thus far in today’s discussion, I have stated that the
administrative approach of the people within an organization
tends to prescribe behavior. The chosen approach is based
upon a philosophical assumption about the nature of man
(McGregor’s theory X and theory Y). The varied approaches
available can be placed upon a continum between the Classical
scientific structure and Human Relations framework. . .between
an emphasis on external control with the desired "habit of
compliance” and an emphasis on personal responsibility with
the desired goal of self-actualization. . .between a position
of feeling powerlessness and a position of personal growth.
Whichever approach one chooses there is a direct impact upon
behavior. "Probable path" behavior includes not only the
staff-person' 3 relationship within the organizational frame-
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work, but also the staff-person’s relationship with the
consumer-person in human service activities.
Note: Just as I have taken mental health principles
that we’ve learned from consumer-persons and applied them
to relationships with staff-persons, I now take administra-
tive principles learned from staff-persons and apply them to
consumer-persons. This is consistent with the general
systems theory "laws" of nonsummation and mirroring.
A philosophical school of thought called phenomenology
deals with perceptions and how different perceptions offer
different views of the world outside ourselves. At times
I have personal pressures build up around bills, my children
or my dating pattern. On those days I feel distracted,
worried or anxious. My concentration, mood and perceptions
are different for much of my day. .. including my time in
therapy with consumer-persons.
Likewise, organizational behavior can affect our per-
ceptions, If one has accepted, adjusted to, or adapted to
an administrative approach of external control, one will
usually feel in a powerless position. Whether frustrated
or not, there is an effect upon the concept of self. The
communication of verbal and non-verbal behavior affects the
definition of the relationships within the organization. As
one enters a consumer-person relationship there can be
various responses. A staff-person may continue to feel
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powerlessness or may reverse roles to feel powerful over the
consumer. Or, one may feel helpless and create an environ-
ment of doubt, defeat, hostility or intolerance with the
consumer-person (see Sales, 1972, p. 94). It seems to me
exceedingly unlikely that a staff—person or a consumer-
person would experience self-actualization within this organ-
izational environment.
This is the very reason why I hold that a humanistic
administrative approach is necessary for the delivery of
human services. As the staff-persons are able to reach
towards self-actualization, so is the "probable path"
for consumer-persons greatly enhanced towards self-actuali-
zation.
..
qualities of self-awareness, open communication,
closeness in relationships, growth towards maturity, and
personal responsibility.
Perhaps it is appropriate at this point to spell out
my view of why consumer-persons do search out mental health
services.
Consumers present themselves with varied problems. But
whatever the problem, it seems to me the presented problem
is really a symptom of a struggle with a universal problem
which I see as the golden thread. You and I, consumer and
staff-persons, lay or professional people all deal with the
golden thread.
When we deal with our survival and safety needs, we are
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striving to preserve our humanness. Once these needs are met,
we increasingly focus upon developing our humanness.
.
.a tricky
balance of our social being and our unique individuality. We
deal with problems of receptive and expressive communication,
intra-personal and inter-personal relationships, control over
others or from others, and meaninglessness. We search for
meaning by developing alternatives in choice, a sense of self-
awareness, our inner strength for self-directions and exper-
ience in personal responsibility. By responsibility, I do
not mean acting responsibly, for that hints at a given standard
for all. I do mean, however, being responsible for one’s own
acts and the consequences of these acts. As referred to
earlier, it is acting rather than reacting to others who are
then blamed.
Thus, life for a person, as for an organization, is a
series of problems and decisions. To quote William Starbuck
(1965) "Growth is not spontaneous. .. (but the) consequences of
decision-making" (p. 453). If we are to act as if people
mattered, growth within an environment of decision-making
becomes essential for staff-persons and consumer-persons.
I hate to make flat statements, but I'll stick my neck
out and make one. I believe that only within an administra-
tive environment that is supportive, respectful, flexible
and open to change for both the organization and the indivi-
dual staff-persons, can a consumer-person experience the same
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ingredients which will enable him/her to experiment with
and develop the necessary decision-making skills for growth.
Only as staff-persons experience confirmation of self and
self-awareness can consumer-persons experience confirmation
and self-awareness in that environment. Often organizations
or administrators espouse these goals for their consumer-
persons. But only as staff-persons acquire these attitudes
within themselves in that setting can they impart these
attitudes to others (Polya, 1957, p. 137).
Let me use a flight pattern analogy which I am borrowing
from R. D. Laing (1967, p. 81-82).
/2S y\
A
Figure 2:30 - Flight Pattern and Three
Course Directions.
In figure 2:30 we observe five planes heading in direc-
tion "A.” Upon first appearance, we may quickly assume that
plane #5 is out of formation. That is correct only if course
"A" is the correct course. If course "B" is correct, then
plane # 5 is in correct formation while planes #1, 2, 3 and
4 are out of pattern. And if direction "C" is correct, all
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five planes are out of formation.
We often assume that everyone is moving towards our
A and make judgements based upon that assumption. Organi-
zations judge other organizations; administrators judge
staf f-persons; staff -persons judge consumer-persons;
consumers judge staff persons. But of course "A" may not
be another person's flight direction. If course "B" is
the proper course, we need to be aware of that. We need to
respect it and, perhaps, adapt to it. This calls for
openness in looking at another's position.
This tendency to judge from course "A" is reinforced by
organizational, educational and therapeutic theory which is
often based on man's alikeness. But, when we see staff-
persons and consumer-persons as being highly individualistic,
we are more apt to build variability and flexibility into
staff membership and service delivery programs.
There are numerous studies that support this thesis.
Ted Palmer (1973, p. 96) lists various studies which indicate
that as different types of life experiences, training and pro-
fessional experience were varied for each staff-person, so
also and in similar correlated fashion were their understanding,
acceptance and communication with consumer-persons. The
difference was in content as well as inter -action. Palmer
favors a matching of staff and consumer persons who are more
likely to have a productive, mutually satisfying relationship.
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In a study by Lois Pratt (1970, pp. 20 - 33) of attitudes
of persons that work with the poor, 93% of the health and
social workers studied reported that the poor did not use
services offered because of the limited goals of the poor.
91% felt the poor were unaware of the available services.
Neither of these attitudes was found to be true. The or-
ganizations involved were found to be psychologically
unavailable to their so called consumers. Workers who
doubted the possibility of aiding the poor and emphasized
’’the limitations imposed on them by external sources” were
found to be less likely to work towards the consumer’s self-
improvement (p. 33).
Alan Gartner’s study of who uses services asserts that
the problem lies less with those who do not use the services.
Rather the major problem is the attitude of the professional
who is ’’quick to categorize and stereotype’’ (1970, p. 71).
Further support is added by Debbert Taebel (1972). He
refers to bureaucratic agencies’ actions as ’’coordinate
monoloization” (p. 42) which reduces consumers’ choice of
service when, in fact, choice is called for. He reports
that the more dependent a consumer was upon a bureaucracy,
the more unresponsive was the bureaucrat. Similarly the
more the consumer reacted, the greater the threat felt by
the bureaucrat and the greater was the increase of controls
to offset the consumer's reaction.
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In 1964, Martin Deutsch published an article dealing with
the middle-classness of school systems. Within such a homo-
geneous arrangement the disadvantaged child has to make a
greater adjustment to school. James McMahon (1964) reports
a similar finding in the mental health field. The lower one
is on the social ladder, the more unavailable effective
psychiatric care becomes (p. 284 ).
Frank Riessman (1964) gives another example illustrating
the need to change flight course from "A" to course "B".
Whereas psychotherapy may be appropriate for a verbal, intro-
spective, abstract thinking person, role playing is seen as
more appropriate for the concrete thinking person who deals
with the "here and now" in a group setting working with
others.
Blaming The Victim
,
by William Ryan, (1971) includes
examples of organizations' and staff-persons' affects upon
consumer-persons. He sees these as unwitting, usually neg-
ative, and generally derived from a homogeneous based organ-
ization offering services to a heterogeneous consumer pop-
ulation group.
A study of Black consumers working with White
staff-persons in a Child Guidance Clinic (Warren, 1973,
pp # 384 _ 393 ) found that over 50% of these consumers felt
alienated by the staff-person and setting, yet 80% would
return if further assistance were needed. I suppose if no
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choice of service is available, one can not demonstrate a
choice. From my position, mental health services are most
effective when a heterogeneous staff can make that choice
available.
Three studies, Shapiro (1954), Snyder (196 ) and Rabiner
(1971), reported that a consumer-person's clinical status is
more likely to be severe (negative) when the staff-person's
attitude toward that person is negative. Schocht (1969)
reports a similar finding in a study of leadership affect on
staff conferences. Negative leadership showed a much
higher incidence of negativism in case discussions as well
as in the theraputic setting.
Effective mental health services to consumer-persons
are dependent upon the attitudes, perceptions and expectations
of the administrative-person as expressed through the
chosen administrative approach.
Schumacher adds a personal touch to the Second Lav;
of Thermodynamics when he state, "You cannot warm yourself
on something that is colder than you" (1973, p. 284). This
holds true for consumers, staff-persons and administrative-
persons.
An additional component to insuring effective mental
health services is the reduction of distractions for the
consumer. At 4^30 I will go into detail about applying this
I also use this concept in theprinciple to programming.
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work-a-day world of matching consumer and staff-persons to
the best of our ability. By reducing peripheral distractions
more attention can be focused upon the immediate relation-
ship, the problem and the making of decisions.
I have seen some consumer-persons who were distracted
"by my not wearing a tie and have seen others distracted
because I did not wear jeans. Each of these examples can
be looked upon both as superficial as we11 as possible
extentions of the consumer-person's presented problem. I
won't argue either point. It is true, however, that the
problem can be approached without this distraction. In
fact, I may never have the opportunity of relating to this
consumer-person unless distractions are reduced so that
he /she will stay around long enough for us to get to know
each other as people.
There are numerous factors that can be considered in
making the match... life style, native language, culture,
background experiences, language useage, age, therapeutic
approach, formal or informal style, comfort as to type
and severity of problems, etc. The importance of which
specific factors to match will vary from situation to
situation.
"Cases" are not assigned. Each staff-person considers
the material at hand and his/her availability of time when
making a decision about whether to accept a new consumer-
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person. Once one of the staff-persons accepts a potential
relationship, the first appointment is arranged. Consumer-
persons also have the right to request a staff-person or to
request a change once they have met a staff-person. This
choice is seldom misused by consumer-persons, contrary to the
fear of many professionals.
Of course, what I am describing requires a heterogeneous
staff. But if mental health services are to be available
for the many rather than just a few, we need to be versatile
and flexible. Otherwise the different "Pams” can not say
"Pam was here and will return. ”
3:00 I CERTAINLY MAKE A LOT OP SENbE TO ME
Have you ever felt so clear and convinced about a topic
that when you talked about it you oversimplified your dis-
cussion and ended up being the only person making sense out
of it? That’s the way I have been feeling. Like, I cer-
tainly make a lot of sense to me.
Part of the problem is a lack of feedback from you.
I am accustomed to feedback from people that I relate to.
Most of my life is comprised of relating to others...my four
children, my friends, my staff-colleagues, and my consumers.
But writing is a lonely business. I isolate myself for hours
on end to preserve my concentration. And I am left dealing
with just my own thoughts. I become so saturated with what
I have written that I am not sure it makes sense to anyone
but me.
We also are dealing with a time factor. Although the
structure of this dialogue is a workday, you may also have
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noticed the seasons changing from one section to another.
Basically, we have the illusion of a discussion lasting
nine-and-a-half hours. But, in fact, I am writing over a
P^^iod of four months after two years of research and many
years of experience. Likewise, your involvement with mo is
spread over numerous pages and, perhaps, several sittings
of reading. You are also reading from the perspective of
your past experience. Our time sequence indeed may be con-
tributing to a lack of clarity.
I do, however, want to make sense. I like to be under-
stood. I also want to challenge some of your thoughts and
actions. And I would be pleased if you could see the appli-
cation of these ideas to your life.
Let me synthesize what I have been saying. I will write
this in one sitting and I assure you that it will be brief
enough for you to read in one sitting.
There is an old school of Japanese art that is based
upon simplicity. I am sure you can recall seeing the simple
ink lines of a flower, tree, or landscape. There is, none-
theless, a characteristic of this style of art that is most
effective yet goes unnoticed by most onlookers. It is the
absence of shadows. By avoiding a focal point, it expresses
an infinite perspective that is left to the viewpoint of the
observer. The absence of shadows is what allows for the
changing appearance interpreted by each of us.
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Administration also ha3 a characteristic that often
goes unnoticed. I oelieve, by tho artist as well as the
obsorver. Thus, when I write about administration of a
mental health organization, I, by necessity, write about
the mental health of administration. That is tho hidden
agenda. There is not choice of a hidden agonda or not.
All administrative approaches affect the mental hoalth of
pooplo. And though the effect may be positive or negative,
there always is an effect. Wo do, howovor, have a choice
as to tho administrative approach, that we use. We there-
fore have a responsibility to know the various approaches
available and to select a stylo that is consistent with our
personal and organizational values and goals.
As a humanist, I value people. I value our humanness,
our struggle to integrate our social being with our indivi-
duality, and our answers to the complex questions of lifo.
I respect our need for personal responsibility as well as
our neod for self- confirmation, self-awareness and growth
towards self-actualization.
As a therapist, I value consumer-persons. I havo boon
amazed at and have loarnod to respoct the many ways in which
poople havo arranged thoir lives. As Matthew Dumont stated
in Tlio Vo surd Tloalor , "Tho possibilities of our existence
are greater than its actuality" (I960, p. 40). Problems pro
cented to a mental health worker pertain to the lack of coif
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confirmation and the lack of self-awareness.
. .most often
reflect feelings of meaninglessness and powcrlossnecs.
and result in behavior that is reactive rather than active.
It seem~ go me that ohe benefits of therapy, or any other
relationship, relate to an axxareness of choice, the power
to be self-directed, a sense of personal responsibility,
and the achievement of feeling warmth and respect within a
close, open relationship with another human being.
As a staff-person, I value other staff-persons. I
respect our necessity to relate (necessity, not luxury, as
often seen by others). We, too, are human. We, also, need
closeness, involvement, trust, and confirmation. Our know-
ledge and understanding are effective in mental health ser-
vices only within the limits of our humanness. We need to
feel our humanness.
As an administrator, I value staff-persons. I value
their need for personal growth, commitment, input, creativity
and respect for differences. I acclaim to the need for an
open-problem- solving climate that allows for the self-actual-
isation of staff-per sons and consumer-persons as well as my-
self. A problem solving climate, of course, is not problem-
free. But it is the acceptance, within life as well as within
an organization, of problem—creation within an environment
;jhere these problems and conflicts can surface, be discussed,
and in some fashion be resolved. It is the assurance that we
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can participate in decision-making and still sustain ourselves
within an organization with respect and integrity as a perron.
As an employee, I value benefits. I value on-the-job
benefits as well as off-duty benefits. I need a salary and
certain protections. I also desire medical coverage, vacation
time and retirement benefits. But in addition I need to be
relf-dirccted and creative, to feel my commitment, to be aware
of my personal responsibility, and to know I cm still growing.
I then do my best at being myself, an administrator, and a
therapist.
As a person, I value flexibility. I feel we all do what
we do best when we are not boxed into a role. "To the extent
that a person has been socialised so that role readiness
supplants internal standards (self) he is handicapped in
achieving self-actualization" (Katz, 1966, p. I4.6I;) . To the
degree that we wish to foster flexibility and self-actualiza-
tion for our consumers, we need to practice them in our o-.m
lives... and in our relationships with others.
So what I’m describing is a personal approach. Carl
Bogera calls it, in his recent title. Person us Person: 2Lhx
Problem of Being Human . Martin Buber refers to and ,
Douglas McGregor entitles it. The Human Side of Bnteiyrl
„e.
’.hatever words you may wish to use, it is facing up to and
valuing humanness - our humanness in our personal life,
administrative life, organizational life and our mental
healua
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cervices life. Oi^r numonnoss is what we hold in common.
0. K., I can hear someono say, X can accept your values,
and J can see that the environment within which a staff-
percon works could affect his or her attitudes and mental
health services to consumer-persons. But an administrator
is a businessman. Administration facilitates the operation
O— oiie Oj?(jCinis&i/ion.
. . u.e. seeing oo it that manpower,
housing, materials and policies are brought together at the
right time and the right place in order that others (staff-
persons) can do their job in fulfilling the organisational
goal of mental health activities with consumers.
My response is that I see administration as an inter-
related and interdependent component of the total mental
health delivery system. This belief is based upon an inter-
esting rationale called general systems theory.
General systems theory is not a theory but a framework. .
.
a way of looking at a "total context." Within this framework
are varied "laws" which support my rationale.
.hen I state that administration is a mental health
\
service, I refer to the effect of the various administrative
approaches upon staff-persons. • .upon their attitudes and
relationships with each other and with consumer-persons.
Administration is then seen as an integral part of the whole.
In general systems theory, this is referred to as non-summa-
tive. . .the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. One
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administrative approach may support humanness and effective
mental health service, whereas a different administrative
approach can work against the organizational goal of mental
health.
Another "law" called adaptation refers to the fact that
ail people as open-systems are well adapted to their environ-
ment ... individuals will accept, adjust to, resist or leave an
environment as an adaptation. Different administrative
approaches call for different adaptations end attract differ-
ent people. An administrative approach may accentuate the
external control of the administrator. To the degree that
this happens, learning is decreased and the adaptation calls
upon an "adjusting system. 11 Adjusting systems may have
appropriate behavior within that given setting, hut the carry-
over of appropriateness into other settings or other parts of
one’s life is minimal. Another administrative approach that
emphasizes internal, personal responsibility calls upon a
"learning system." The carryover of learning in this situa-
tion to other settings is excellent and works towards self-
actualization. If the intent for the consumer-person is to
develop learning that can be applied to other settings, one
needs to emphasize personal responsibility for the consumer-
person through a staff-person who is a "learning system" and
not an "adjusting system."
This concept ties into two other laws, • .namely mirror-
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ing and probable path." An "adjusting system" approach will
very likely be mirrored from the administrative- staff
-persons
relationships into the staff-person consumer-person relation-
ship. Likewise, a learning system approach of an administra-
tive style within the staff also will bo mirrored in the
staff-consumer relationships. In similar fashion "probable
path" refers to those alternatives and likely choices avail-
able to a staff-person within a given administrative approach.
The greater the external administrative controls, the fewer
the choices available to the staff
-person. The greater the
reliance upon personal responsibility, the more numerous the
choices open to the staff-person. Each situation will be
mirrored in and influence the "probable path" of the staff
-
person’s relationship with the consumer-person.
Effective mental health services are based upon an
understanding of and a respect for the individuality of the
staff-persons and consumer-persons. This understanding calls
upon an avoidance of generalizing theory and practice around
those characteristics common to all people. Rather, we can
create an organizational environment which allows for (proba-
ble path) the best possible performance (law of optimization)
of each person (staff and consumers). This reaching towards
self-actualization calls upon a heterogeneous staff (law of
variables). The increase of desired variables within a staff,
i.e. the organization, increases the organization 1 s ability
uo adapt to the environment as well aa increases the various
levels of relationships, communications, attitudes, skills
and life styles available to effectively relate to a hetero-
geneous consumer population.
In the next section (Ip: 00 ) I will explore the laws of
optimum size, sample means and oligopoly as they relate to
the size of an organization.
As discussed at 10:00 this morning, each administrative
approach has a philosophical basis which defines the nature
of man. Different frameworks were mentioned to illustrate
the choices available to us. The approaches referred to fall
between the Classical Scientific Management approach as devel-
oped by Frederic Taylor in 1911 and Human Relations Movement
framework as initiated by Elton Mayo in the 1920s. See figure
3:^0 for a comparative look at the assumptions of these two
contrasting approaches.
Our task, then, is to choose the approach that has the
assumptions and effects that are consistent with our personal
and organizational intents (goals). Otherwise, the adminis-
trative approach works against our intents. Vie are most
effective as persons when we cres.te this consistency in all
aspects of our life... the administration of our self, our love
life, our family, our education, our extracurricular life and
our work-a-day 'world.
FIGURE 3:50
A COMPARATIVE LOOK AT ASSUMPTIONS: TWO EXTREMES
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Classical
Scientific Management
Humanistic
Approach
Man prefers to be di-
rected,
Man is not creative.
Man desires little res-
ponsibility.
Man finds work distaste-
ful.
Organizational goal:
production and effi-
ciency.
Concept of mechanism:
separation of parts and
functions.
A focus on task.
Largeness implies pro-
ductiveness and effi-
ciency.
The technological con-
trol and business part
of the organization.
Compliance to orders.
Confined to definition
and delineation by area
of speciality for which
one is hired.
Authority and control
from the few at the top
of the hierarchy.
A feeling of responsi-
bility for others.
Consumer adjusts to pro-
gram.
Professional focus on pro*
blems and weaknesses.
Philosophical
assumptions
about
man<
Goal
Structure
Orientation
Size
View of
Adminis tration
Functional
Expectation
Positions
Decision-makin
g
(Power level)
Sense of
Responsibility
Programming
Clinical
Orientation
When appropriately
motivated, man strives
for creativity, res-
ponsibility, self-di-
rection and self-act-
ualization.
Respect and growth of
people within the ful-
fillment of service
delivery.
Interrelationship and
interdependence of all
components into a
whole.
An emphasis upon hu-
man relationships
while fulfilling a
task.
Small enough for ef-
fective communica-
tions and relation-
ships.
A human service. Co-
ordination of the hu-
man aspects of an or-
ganization.
Building personal com-
mitment, trust and
responsibility.
Flexible application
of people's interests
and skills to jointly
resolve organization-
al problems and tasks.
Shared leadership,
participation and in-
put.
Being responsible
for one's self and to
others
•
Program adapted to
consumer
•
Personal focus on skills,
strengths and areas of
growth needs.
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'n a nutshell, my position runs this way.
Values: I value people, their humanness and the mental
ne^luii principles that foster self-actualization. I believe
tnat staff-members have the same rights to these principles
as do consumer-persons.
Theory: I see my administrative approach as a mental
health service (non-summative)
. I find that any administrs-
. e approach will have a negative or a positive effect upon
one attitudes and behavior of staff-persons (adaptation),
believe that this effect upon staff-persons, influences (mirror-
ing and "probable path") the staff
-person* s relationships with
consumer-persons in their mental health service activities.
Use best possible performance (optimization) for staff-persons
end. consumer-persons takes place within an open-problem-sol-
ving environment that respects individuality (variables).
Application: My intent is to apply these values and lhi_
theory base to all parts of my life. Within the administrative
realm, I emphasize growth, personal responsibility and self-
actualization for my self and others. The approach has many
ingredients: it is personal and builds upon interpersonal
trust and openness; it works as a unit which incoiporates each
person’s interests, abilities and skills; all staff -members
carry service activities; everyone makes his own decisions in
these activities; staff-members share information and are free
to influence each other while still respecting individual
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decisions; there is an emphasis on growth and chared know-
ledge; the approach develops a feeling of being needed. In-
cluded and committed; and it assures each staff
-person of
oeing part of the decision-making process. It is v;ithin
this form of application that I see staff
-members as most
creative, aware and actualized. It is within this environ-
ment that I see mental health staff
-persons most enabled
to relate to consumer-persons in a personal manner around
personal issues of their own lives. Humanness begets human-
ness.
'kith this recap, let’s look at the importance of size
in organizations and the slide-rule principle in programming
for specific population groups.
4:00 HOW BIG IB YOURS?
Isn’t that a dilly of a title? I like it. It will
bring a smile to the lips of many readers.
A freudian analyst could have a heyday with those words.
How big is yours? How big is your "organ-ization?" In our
sex-oriented society, maybe the analyst isn’t far from the
truth. Size seems so important in today’s world. How big
is your organization? How big is your staff? Hoxt big is
your budget? How big is your clientele? How big is your
board? How big is your program? How big? These are all
questions common to my ear.
In our industrially oriented lives we seem to relate
"bigness" with "greatness" and success. We begin to expect
a bigger salary or a bigger organizational budget each year
in order to feel we are doing "better" ... and are more pro-
ductive. We seldom ask how big should we be to be effective
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or are we already too big? So let us look at how big i 3 big.
Last Thursday I was confronted with a serious challenge.
I nave had to go through some hard soul-searching in order to
reevaluate where I am. I am a member of the Commission on
Social Welfare Administration of a graduate school at the
University of Connecticut. This group has the task of devel-
oping a two-year graduate program for social workers clannin
to become administrators.
After tnj.ee months of discussion and review of curricu-
lum from other graduate schools, three administrators were
invited before the Commission to present their ideas - ideas
related to what an administrator needs to know, the number
of jobs available to potential graduates, and the direction
in which this new curriculum should be headed.
Ml three of these administrators were from large insti-
tutions! I was struck by this unwitting selection. All three
were high officials in either a large, local hospital, the
State Welfare Department or the graduate school. Although
prepared and presented separately, all three had a similar
theme. With only a slight reference to "getting along with
people," the overall view presented was the need to develop
a business environment along with the social worker * s ’mow-
ledge of what a human service system is and what it does.
There was a discussion about money. . .knowing how to ob-
tain it, use it, and account for it. Critical areas included
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uce of computers, knowledge of statistics, how to write grants
concepts of organizational change, awareness of politics,
policies and planning, and "the technique of business." \
business orientation was seen as the focus upon "the organ-
ization over the individual." The power of decision-making
was described as resting in the manager "as part of his job."
Decisions from this top level were referred to as "not being
popular" but "necessary due to the complexity of the organiza-
tion. .-11 three discussants saw "Digness" as inevitable and
die thing of the future for all human service organizations.
Leo me quickly add that my use of quotes is accurate s.nd
true to the context of these presentations. I am not chang-
ing them in order to prove a point.
As I sat through these presentations, I became aware of
iiiy growing concern. I am still concerned] These three ad-
ministrators are highly respected. I have no doubts about
their seriousness or sincerity, and all three are mental
health colleagues of mine. I had no prior axe to grind with
them. As a matter of fact, I had looked forward to these
meetings with an open mind and anticipation.
But I was aghast! Administration was again being pre-
sented as separate from human service activities and human-
ness. There was no mention of social work principles, mental
health practices, or humanistic values. No referrence was
made about a philosophical base or a view of the nature of
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man. They did not include the variety of administrative
approaches nor their various effects upon staff
-persons
and/or consumer-persons. And there was no consideration
for developing an administrative approach consistent with
and fostering the human service organization's goals.
Without these questions being raised, I could see how
they could easily slip into the traditional Classical Sci-
entific Management framework. I could, only then, under-
stand how they could be so nonchalant about bigness. For
if you are not concerned about preserving a personal approach
and humanness in yourself and others, bigness is not im-
portant. The importance of size only comes to our aware-
ness as we value the human ecology of man and his organiza-
tional environment.
Having spent the day with me as you have, you are
aware of my values and emphasis upon relationships between
people. I need not repeat that. The importance of involve-
ment, sharing, closeness and decision making within a staff
group of a workable size should be obvious by now.
But I will refer to several related "laws” within general
systems theory.
Von Bertalanffly states the "law of optimum size" of an
organization this way. "The larger an organization grows, the
longer is the way of its communication and this, depending
uuon the nature of the organization, acts as a limiting factor"
*
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(1968, p. I4.O).
The effects of 11 the longer* the way" of communication
is illustrated in a party game that I imagine many of us have
played. A group of people sit in a circle. The first person
whispers a message to the second person, who then whispers it
to the third, and so on 'until the message returns to the first
person. The returned message, more often than not, bears very
little resemblance to the original communication. Although
not intended as a game, long routes of communications within
a large organization take on the same characteristics. The
result is often seen in misunderstandings, confusion, resent-
ment, and ineffective relationships.
Perhaps even more important is the phrase ’’acts as a
limiting factor." V/hen I first studied this phrase, I thought
it meant that the organization would develop to a given size
and stop... a point of equilibrium between size and communica-
tion. And, in one sense, that is implied. But in today’s
world of big business, conglomerates, massive welfare, educa-
tional, medical and mental health organizations, I sense we
are nearing the disproof of this implication or the outward
limits of bigness.
There is also another meaning to "limiting factor.'" An
organization may grow and grow without apparent limit as to
size, but it may have already passed its "limit" as to its
being effective. A human service organization that is no
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longer effective in Human relationships and service ic work-
-i.ng conn c er-product ive to its own goal. It is promoting life-
less motions instead of meaning and actualization for persons.
I oelieve that the vast number of human service organizations
have already grown past this point in size.
Ano oner law states that "the variance of a sample means
decreases as the sample size increases" (btarbuck, 1965, o. ip63
)
’'ithin this discussion of organizational size, I interpret this
law to mean that as the number of staff-persons increase, the
individual’s uniqueness, contribution, feeling of being needed
snd general input decreases. Largeness will foster vagueness,
distance and impersonalness, bmallness will encourage per-
sonal value, inclusion, feeling "part of", and commitment.
At 1:00 I discussed the "law" of optimization as it re-
lates to staff-persons. Optimization also refers to the or-
ganisation’s adaptation "to secure the best possible perform-
ance" (ball, 195^, p. 25) . Mien xiuman relationships are
valued, "the best possible performance" calls upon a relative-
ly small group of people to obtain optimization within those
relationships.
A workable group for me, when thinking of size of a staff
group, is about forty people. That admittedly is an arbitrary
number, but it fits within my range. Just don’t get hung up
on the number. Think through your e:q>eriences, as to what
works best for you. Your range may be fifty, fifteen or twenty
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five. Optimization of the staff and consumer-persons'
reach toward growth and self-actualization is the intent...
not a fixed number or the acquisition of the largest organ-
ization around.
In Theodore Roszak's introduction of E. F. Schumacer's
book. Snail i_s Beautiful (1973 )
»
he writes, "Bigness is the
nemesis of anarchism, whether the bigness is that of public
or private bureaucracies, because from bigness comes imper-
sonality, insensitivity, and a lust to concentrate abstract
power" (p. 4). He believes Small is Beautiful could also be
called "small is free, efficient, creative, enjoyable, en-
during,"
You know, I believe, he is rightj
I}.: 30 IT * S PUN TO BE CREATIVE
LET * S GO TO YOUR PLACE
As we grow up in America, we learn at home and in
school about the American heritage. Although coming from
diverse national backgrounds, we grow to think of the
-American population as "a people." Our Constitution em-
phasizes "We, The people." American tradition boasts of
America as "the melting pot." The "melting pot" analogy
would imply a melting of metals into a stronger, better al-
loy, when in fact, it more appropriately describes a par-
tial melting and unity of many elements into a single con-
glomerate. We each retain pieces of our past.
This may seem like a play on words, but I feel there
is an important truth here to be understood. If one thinks
of a large population as "a people," one may then think of
needs and programs to meet these needs. "A way" will be
devised to meet the educational needs through "a given"
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procedure (Monroe, 1973, pp. 1+5-48 ) .. .or "a way” to de-
liver mental health, services, health services, social
services, etc, >'Jhen we look at these human services it
~ s n°ked tnat, with only the rare exception, there is
"a given" as "the way" for most, if not all, people.
1 ^L i s approach oends to lock us into a viewpoint that
is restrictive and difficult to throw off. Think of your
grandparent, yourself, a person across town, another per-
son two states away and your unborn son or granddaughter.
Then picture how each of these person's needs have or
will be met in reference to learning history, obtaining
help with emotional problems, structuring their family
pattern, learning to read, deriving health services, de-
veloping a work-style pattern and neighborhood ties. I
have found it to be commonplace that age differences,
generation variations, individual peculiarities and one's
locale are forgotten or overlooked. The high- light often
x-jas the general pattern that would be common to all of
these different individuals.
This type of one-track, single mindedness tends to
stigmatize variations to the point that variation is
avoided or seen as different or pathological. Remember
my references to Laing's airplane formation illustration
in Figure 2:30? In using .this illustration again, we could
say that "a population" can meet it's mental health needs
through " a ^lerapy 1 ’ within "a prototype program." From
taia position, the burden of not using the service ic
upon cho consumer—p ercon and not the programming
organization. Earlier today I referred to Louis Pratt’s
studies (1970, pp. 30-32) which found that over 90/£ of
the mental health workers studied believed their services
were not used because certain population groups had
"limited goals" or were "ignorant of available services."
Both positions were found to be invalid reasons for services
going unused.
In 1958, Hollingshead and Redlicli turned the professions!
world on it’s ear with their findings that the lov;er one
finds himself on the social ladder, the greater were one’s
needs for mental health services. They also found these
needed services to be more unavailable to those who needed
them the most] Could this mean the middle class was keeping
some of "the people" from "the therapy" within "the pro-
totype program?" Guilt and conjecture lead to numerous studio
Brill and storrow (I960), Leif, et al (1961), Cole, Branch
and Allison (1962), and Yamamoto and Coin (1966) found the
lower you were on the social ladder the less apt you were to
be accepted for services.
The basic characteristic of this problem., as discussed
by Goldcnberg (1971* P» 81) Dumont (1968, p. 25 )
»
that mental health services, and therapy in particular,
are predicated upon specific conditions.
.. that i B8 wee!:iy
appointments; verbal interaction seen as relevant and the
vehicle for change; experiencing one's self as a human
being with a place in society where others care; valuing
internal insights and conceptual thinking; being oriented
to long term goals; and sharing values with the therapist.
It is striking how ideal these conditions are for the mid-
dle-class skilled worker and professional. But equally
striking is tne fact that they are not ideal for many
Americans who simply would not seek out, be attracted to
or be helped by such a procedure.
Thus, to return to Laing's flight analogy, I contend
we have looked at the programming flight pattern inaccurate-
ly. A total population is a conglomerate made up of many
population groups. These varied population groups reflect
differences in heritage, language, life style, customs,
costume, interpersonal relationships, work habits, values,
expectations, goal orientation, action-reaction behavior
patterns, etc. V/e then can move from the "one service for
all clients" concept to a realization that a variety of
characteristics of the various population groups require a
variety of services in various settings from a variety of
staff-persons. Te need many flight patterns.
I was surprised in my review of the literature to find
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so little information directly related to or supportive of
this position. Knowing that Federal grant programs have
pushed for innovative programming since the early 1960’s
(Mental Health Center Act and Anti-Poverty programs), I
contacted 1) Dr. Roth, Center for Studies of Crime and
Delinquency (HEW), 2 ) Dr. McCauley, Typology Laboratory,
University of Florida, 3) Dr. Kramer, Biometry Branch
(NIMH), and ]+) Dr. Ralph, Minority Center, Division of
Special Mental Health Programs (NIMH). Aside from a lot
of population statistics and a strong interest in my above
stated position, none of these leaders knew of any litera-
ture, studies or ideas that would add to my research.
This leads me to wonder if this lack of information
and concepts pertaining to population groups may play a
major role in the failure of the numerous neitf programs
started and stopped over the past decade. Is it not pos-
sible that the old views, approaches, bureaucratic tie-
ups, political stalemates and programming methods have only
been "repackaged" for sale as "Innovation?"
Before discussing "The Slide-Rule Principle," I will
develop a small information base to illustrate the type of
information I find useful in programming. Literature rela-
ted to population group characteristics and mental health
programs is scant and piecemeal. If you are looking xor
an area to research or an idea around which you can write
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a book, l would suggest you explore the concept of popula-
tion groups. It would be valuable input for our understand-
ing of people and.it could have an impact upon human services
and programming.
Please bear in mind as you read this line base of infor-
mation that every population group is composed of many indi-
viduals each having diversified characteristics. I do not
.:isn to stereotype or box in groups of people any more than
I do individuals. That would be contrary to all that I have
discussed with you today. So, we will be looking at general
charac oeristics of many people within a population group to
see how we can best develop specific programs both attractive
and useful to them.
Similarly, these characteristics of people should be
viewed as ‘'what is" in the present tense, not as absolutes,
or what "should be" or an exploration of the etiology of the
characteristics. Many features are adaptive responses rather
than cultural lock-ins. They can, and will, change. Our
responsibility is to keep updated about the present.
The Heine and Trosman (I960), Uhlenhuth and Duncan (1968)
and Friedman (1963) studies indicate that in any socioecono-
mic group a person's optimism and expectations play a major
role in the continuation of and outcome for therapy. These
features do not differ from group to group as many suspect.
The types of expectations, however, vary by groups and from
person to person.
^ilc middle clr.cc persons were found to be basically
v, erbal and insight
-oriented, Aronson end Overall (1966),
Overall and Aronson (1963) and Klein (1967) reported that
lower and upper socioeconomic groupc e::pect a direct,
active therapist.
Numerous other studies., such ac Keith-Spiegal (1967),
Cxiaffer and Myers (195ij-), Cole, Branch and Allison (196T.) and
Baker end Wagner (i960 ), have looked at the relationship
of the race and social class of the therapist to the thera-
peutic outcome. These studies consistently reported that
es.cn onerap 1 st nad tne oect results with consumer—persons
having characteristics similar to those of the therapist.
Masse (1956) end Lee (1968) studied essentially iden-
tical Rorschach protocols from people of varied social
class positions as interpreted by a control group of profes-
sionals. Findings were again consistent. A lower socio-
economic personfe record was interpreted as more seriously
disturbed and as having a poorer prognosis.
In a study of setting (locus), Normand, et id (1963)
found a walk-in clinic to be used largely by the lower socio-
economic group. Seabury's (1971) studies report that the
physical setting of a human service either would encourage
or inhibit interaction between people. The relationships
and, therefore, the effectiveness of service would vary from
setting to setting.
ReVi0Kine nineteen different Audios of characteristics
of people who drop-out of clinical cervices, fiaynos and
V.arren (1971) list cone interesting finding.-,
, The referral
of adult females was higher than males by fifty percent
Could this mean women have more problems, or that our socie-
tal pressures are greater for women, or that settings are
more likely to attract women? lien withdraw from mental health
services at a rate of 2:1...twice the amount of women. Could
this be related to the time of day cervices are offered, or
the malce-up of the staff, or the orientation and style of
the therapists?
Black men and women dropped out of therapy with twice
olZe ^eq^ency (f:l) of white consumer-persons. Gould this
oe influenced by staff composition, or the locus of the set-
ting, or the style and values of the therapists involved?
Clients under the age of Lj.0 dropped out at a rate of 2:1
compared to those over I4.0. Is there a relationship to set-
ting, l-i e style or staff age? Although anticipated as highly
co_ related, marital status and source of referral were found
not to be related to drop-out characteristics in these
studies
.
uaynes and barren also report that the longer the wait-
ing list (period of time between a referral and the begin-
ning of a mental health service) the higher the drop-out
rate. The ability to tolerate a waiting period obviously
requires a long-term goal orientation of a middle-class per-
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con who would accept the professional's judgement that he
con wait for services. All the people referred with grief
problems following a rooent loss dropped-out during a
waiting period. The assumption was that the resolution
period was over.
Hiller and Ki shier (1961;) reported that the class of
a consumer-person directly related to 1) the number serviced,
Z) the type of diagnosis given, and 3) the type of treatment
offered, preference going to the middle-class group.
Cutting across socioeconomic groups, Herbert C-ans (1961;)
descrioer the "routine-seeker" as contrasted to the "action-
seeker." Programming for each group requires conscious
decision-making as to the setting, time availability, moda-
lity of therapy, and staff composition for effective delivery
of service.
The following could make up a beginning list of charac-
teristics of the lower socioeconomic group: anger, distrust,
hopelessness (Goldenberg, 1971, p. 170); unstructered child-
rearing environment in which the child is on his own (Hersey
and Blanchard, 1972, p. 137); disenchantment (2pps, 1968,
p. 132); an orientation to fate and bad luck (Gursslin, 1961;.,
p. 60); the use of physical punishment in child rearing (Kohn,
1961;, p. 166); the present as "time concept" (McMahon, 1961l,
p. 28f>); and a physical orientation to work, religion, gestures
and emotional erqpression (Hiessman, 1961;, p. 340) •
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A View of middle-class characteristics could include:
need for achievement and feedback (McClelland, 1961); need
to adjust and conform. Greater effort to control events in
one's life, value of work and thrift, control over emotions,
orientation to future time and goals, a community orientation
(Gursslm, 1964, pp. 60-62); perception of child-roaring as
problcmmatic, need to verbalize and exchange ideas (Xohn,
1964. p. 162), manipulation of relationships and the desire
to get ahead as the result of one's own actions (Kohn, 1964
,
p. 164).
In programming for a Puerto Rican, Cuban or South
.American population group, we could also consider the advisc-
sality of including a spiritualist or "curandero” as a staff-
member (Navarro, 1972, p. 927, and Sharon, 1972, p. 32).
•hen setting up a mental health program in Appalachia, it is
more effective to hire staff-persons indigenous to the area
("Mental Health in Appalachia,” 1965).
Reedleos to say, the above piece-meal survey of litera-
ture is not orzhaustive of all possible people, groups or
characteristics. At tho same time, I am impressed with how
this illustrates the overwhelming store of information avail-
able.
I confine the information of characteristics that I need
and maize use of to an approa.ch I have developed from my own
practices in programming for population groups. I call it
Figure 4:38
Slide-Rule Principle
Programming technique simplified -
"CHEO"
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Population Group
Problem Learning / Dropout 7 Discipl ine 7 social
Formal Life style > Informal
j
.
Verbal <—Behavior Orien tation > Action
Long term^ - Goal Orientation > Short term
Individual Characteristics
_Age >0 to 5 / 6 to 11 / 12 to 18 / 19 to 30 / 30
grei,ems*Miq3.vxauai / Familv / School /
Verbal Behavior Orientation Action
Conimunity
!
Fot“al Life Style ^Informal
Female / Male / BOln
Relationship Orientation-* Individual/FamiV / Group / Medical
1
Language > English / Spanish / Italian
/
Program Characteristics
Community <e
FormaK- Housing Motif
Locus > Neighborhood
j
—> Informal
Structured Service Delivery Unstructered
,
OPEN 4r- Philosophy—^Closed
Heterogeneous*— Staff Background —> Homogeneous
Program Focus— Research / Consultation/ Service
Service Approach—^Individual / Family / Group / Community
Staff Characteristics
Professional / Paraprofessional/ Either / Both
Native ^ Suburban / Ghetto / Puerto Rico / Rural
Language ^ English / Spanish / Italian
Male / Female / Either
Structured — Orientation -—4 Non-structured
Age —^ 19 to 24 / 25 to 32 / 33 to 40 / 40
Formal Life Style
’
Informal
Work
-5>
Psychotherapy
Skills
Family
therapy
Group
Work / CommunityOrganization
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'"rhe •ilid0_ :ule Principle." Even when not woll-verccd
-bout
r.ll popu.lr.tion groupc in the United states, you can focuc
upon those population groups fcailiar to your own loc: lo.
frru
.?
, 4.1
1 ni ±ro ^ your area ol study to the immediate and
0J“e Coical.
-O u also c cji use your own community e:^er-
ience and relate it to community surveys and a broader stud-
of the literature.
-y xe.errm" to figure ij.:38, you can folio.; the oro-
ceedural steps taken to implement the "Slide-Rule" tech-
nique of programming. You start with a description of a
population group. As few or as many descriptive charac-
teristics may be used as you deem appropriate. Rent, you
list tr_e individual characteristics of this particular gross
. U..U w.isn you decide upon and line up the program* s chrrac —
eeristics to reflect a "fit" or appropriateness to the charac-
teristics of the population group end the individuals in that
group. Last, staff characteristics are spelled out that are
consistent with those in the above three steps.
Let me make you aware of one important feature. This
process will assist you in determining the desired character-
istics of staff, setting and program that need to be consistent
nov.’.l r tion group you wish to serve. In contrast, thewith the
more frequently sued procedure is to first hire a "qualified
person" (h.u ed upon schooling, credentials and e;:perienco)
.
That per: on then carries out a program for s. particular problem
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group, population group characteristics all too often never
having been considered.
I use the "glide Rule" as a helpful guide or formula-
tion that condenses my thinking for practical and useful
planning prior to hiring, programming and locating a sex-
vice setting, it is not to be used either as a program
structure or an absolute.
m using the "blide-Rule, " visualize the darkened
area as a permanently placed piece of colored, transparent
plastic. The varied characteristics are typed upon slips
of paper that can be slid beneath the plastic see-through.
The specifics of the population group under study then would
determine the Kind and number of characteristics to be in-
serted for your contemplation. As you proceed from step
one, "Population Group," on through the steps to number
four, "Staff," it is important that you keep the character-
istics of each step consistent with those originally stated
in step one. At the conclusion, you can review the pin-
pointed characteristics in the colored area for continuity.
Once this step is completed, you can proceed to plan type
of staff, location, setting, motif, style of service delivery,
desired skills, philosophy and approach.
To avoid sounding like a commercial for a product, I
will insert here that I am not mass-producing the "blide-
Rule.
"
It is a procedure you can follow with visual pictures
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or slips of paper on your desk. It is the formulation
that is important to me.
Our use of this concept has culminated in a wide variety
of programs at the Clinic. Our intent is to be physically
and psychologically available to a wide variety of population
groups. I will describe one of these programs in detail.
But bolore I do that, I will just list some other programs to
give you an idea and a feeling for a name, setting and motif.
All ox these mental health programs make up the organization
called The Sheldon Community Guidance Clinic, Inc.
1. The Clinic--the more typical clinical services
of evaluation and treatment.
2. The Urban Counseling Center— a walk in, inner-city,
store-front style mental health service.
3. The Strawberry Station— a neighborhood based summer
drop-in center.
I}.. The Station—a year-round youth counseling center
developed as an outgrowth of the above program
lj.-A.--Job Coop— a teen job placement-training-
mental health program.
l_l_—B—Satori—a peer-tutoring program.
[|._C--Peer-Counseling—training and counseling
for youth.
5. Clinica Hispana de Evaluacion y Orientacion-- M CHEO”-
neighborhood based clinical service for the
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Puerto Rican community.
6. Programs for People Without Problems—a series of
workshops and programs related to personal
growth and life-cycle changes.
Let me digress here for a minute. At the end of this
past school quarter, my daughter, busan, (my illustrator)
brought home a "progress report." A progress report usually
informs a student and parent of poor effort and quality of
work. This one reported busan' s outstanding work in history.
1 pleased and let Susan know it, but I did not feel a
need to overreact. Learning should be fun and natural. She
knew she had done well and enjoyed doing it. My interest
and support were sufficient reinforcement for her.
The next day I signed the form, as is required, vand she
returned it to her teacher. At supper that evening, she
talked about her teacher’s surprise and disappointment that
I had not sent along a note to the teacher. Neither Susan
nor I were sure what the teacher expected or x^anted. I ima-
gined it might be some type of praise for Susan’s success.
I use this experience as an illustration. The history
of a procedure often outlives its original usefulness or in-
tent. The progress report apparently had progressed from
being a source of information to a student or parent to a re-
quest for praise and feedback for a teacher. If that were
the case I ’would not begrudge the teacher’s need for praise
i4o
nor feedback. But I am impressed with the apparent change
of intent in the use of the form.
Organizations also need to review intents and update
procedures. Over the past four years the Puerto Rican pop-
ulation of New Britain has grown from 3,000 to about 12,000
persons. Several years ago we had a Spanish- speaking Anglo
on our staff to offer clinical cervices, but we learned that
our lac.: of understanding of the Puerto rican culture resulted
m -^effective service. This awareness coupled with the in-
creased Puerto Rican population assisted us in developing a
case for new funds with which to develop a specific program
for this particular population group.
By using the "Slide Rule" concept, we formulated the
type of staff we saw as consistent with the group to be
served. This included input from the staff, our Board of
Directors and representatives of the Puerto Rican community.
The new staff is now composed of six persons.
.. three full
time and three part time. Three are native to Puerto Rico,
two are from North. American Puerto Rican communities and the
part time psychiatrist is a native of Argentina. Their con-
tributions to the staff-group represent social work, community
organisation, psychology, education, mental health paraprofes-
sionals, psychiatry and secretarial work. Mindful of the con-
cept of "machismo" in the Puerto Rican culture, four are men
and two are women. Their ages range from 19 to 4&*
Throughout the day I have discussed the various aspects
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of a personal approach to admini stration.
. .concepts of self-
direction, input, involvement, commitment, learning from
er.cn other, and shared leadership. Case in point. Only
after Juan, Lillian and Manolo were hired did we jointly
conceptualize and initiate the program. The development of
one name CL.EO (Clinica Hispana de Evaluacion y Orientacion.
"Clieo" is "Joe" in English and represents an affectionate
tern for friendship), the determination of setting, the
selection of a neighborhood site, and the features of the
program were all outgrowths of our joint knowledge—the
staff’s bi-lmgual and bi-cultural experience, my position
in and understanding of the local scene, and our varied pro-
fessional backgrounds. The program was not predetermined
for someone else to carry out.
With this background, let us refer back to figure 4 : 38
for further discussion. If we were to hear of a critical
senool situation in which Puerto Rican junior high or senior
high school students were reacting to the school via "disci-
pline problems," we would consider a plan to help the students
as well as the institution.
The "Population Group" could be described as Spanish-
speaking, male-oriented, discipline-problemed, informal life-
styled, action-oriented end short-term goal-minded. The
"Individual Characteristics" would be similar in this situa-
tion, with the addition of the age factor (12-18), problem
system (school), and a "relationship orientation" to groups.
^ , ' Pr°S1 'am Charact0r'i-tic^" of CHEO.o program would
’•ant to reflect the above characteristics.
. .that is, a nei0h-
oorhood based inner-city program; informal setting; un-
structured (casual) service delivery; an open (personal)
philosophical approach; a homogeneous (Puerto Rican) staff
and clientele; a group work orientation; and a consultative
(to institution) and service (to population group) focus.
ho./ our consideration of the staff
-person who would
most appropriately "fit" this program becomes much clearer
-nd
-pec_i ic as to tne characteristics desired. ’\'c would
look to a Fuerto Rican male who would be experienced in
*.;or.cing with groups and who represented an unstructured
orientation to work. It would be preferable that he be young
Uge 25-31) and have an informal life style. The program
resulting from this procedure would thereby incorporate the
population group's characteristics. In my estimation, it
would be much more effective than a traditionally planned
program that, more likely, would characterize an Anglo,
middle class, English-spe airing, verbal, long-term-oriented
delivery of services. In response to some raised eyebrows,
I must explain that this description of a traditional program
is true for the vast majority of mental health, educational,
health and other human service delivery systems. Me need to
raise our x^og^o^dng consciousness to avoid this type of
planned "mis-fit."
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I an a little bothered by the fact that come of you
may interpret the "Slide-Rule" concept as fostering repa-
ratenese between groups of people. This is not my intent.
The CHEO staff is very much part of the Clinic's total
staff. CHEO * S laymen- support group, called "Amigos de CHEO,"
has built-in membership on the Clinic's board. The popula-
tion group already is part of the melting-pot conglomerate
this city. Although not supporting separateness, I do
value uniqueness and differences within a context of working
together.
menual neal uii service, as 1 see it, is eased upon
relationships between people. The organizational environ-
ment dei ines chose relationships
... that is,, the expectation
that the consumer will adjust to the organization or that the
organization can adapt to (program for) the consumer. Only
in the latter case do we personify the mental health princi-
ples by -which we supposedly work and live.
There is a similar pitfall for each of us on a personal
level. Seeing myself as an open, flexible person, I would
like to think I could relate to and have empathy for almost
any person that crosses my path (a la Peris). And, in fact,
I think I could, but at times we just do not have that oppor-
tunity. In the eyes of others, we can be characterized and
turned off before we are known. . .before we share our human-
ness.
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pnon we wish to have relationships that promote human-
ness, allow for feedback and develop growth, we need to de-
cie^e ^12-t;raCoions that hinder us from getting to know
c<ch other. By matching values, customs, expectations, ways
of communicating, life styles and goals, we can increase our
potential for relating, understanding, and being effective
in men ° al nealuh activities. Again referring to Paul V.’atz-
lawich*s ideas about communication, "the more spontaneous
end ‘healthy* a relationship, the more the relationship as-
;>ccu Oi communication recedes into the background. Conversely,
’ ^i ck ‘ relauionsnips are characterized by a constant struggle •
about the nature of relationships, with the content aspect of
communication becoming less and less important" (1967, p. 51).
One last point. Remember my earlier reference to the
push for innovative programs? '-ihen many of these "new" pro-
grams died, there was considerable conjecture about how the
programs failed and/or why consumer-persons did not make use
of the programs. seldom was the administrative structure and
environment opiestioned. I contend that a personal approach
to administration and the use of the "Slide-Rule Principle"
make for an effective mental health service and the life,
rather than the death, of a new (or old) program.
Effective delivery of mental health services to numerous
individuals and varied population groups is dependent upon a
program and a staff that is sensative to others, mindful of
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differences, respectful of group strengths, cognitive to
needs, thoughtful in responses, flexible in planning and
secure enough to allow for the many resolutions to the
life problems that we all hold in common. That would be
a mentally healthy program. That requires a mentally healthy
G-caff. That is based upon an administrative approach which
personifies mental health principles.
Rather than blaming population groups for not using
educational, health, social and mental health services, :;e
professionals need to recognize our need to change our oun
attitudes and vievjpoints in administration and programming
to include, rather than systematically exclude, the portions
of our society that can benefit from the human service pro-
gruias financed, planned and staffed for their use.
5:00 A DOOR IS TO OPEN
T
‘‘^® did 1 u 1 We have nad a full and busy day,
- really appreciate your stopping by, and I hope you have
enjoyed getting together as much as I have.
Strolling together through this building of ideas,
we have passed through many doors. Some have been left
•ride open; many are still ajar. Other doors have slammed
shut, while several swing back and forth. It becomes a
personal decision as to which doors you plan to use, which
ones you choose to leave ajar and what doors you decide to
leave closed perhaps permanently locked from use. The
important thing, for me, is that we went through these
doors together.
The main entrance way at the front of the building is
the archway of administration through which we all pass
everyday of our life. Administration relates to many aspects
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of our work, social and private life. Administration
can be the front door of relationships, the definition
oi functions and the stimulous to our self-awareness
which is the threshold to our self-actualization.
seated in the waiting room, we observed an array
of pictures.
. .Aristotle ' s early piece called "Essence,"
Galileo’s concept of "Mechanization," Taylor's classical
picture, "Scientific Management," and Mayo’s portrait of
"Human Relationships." Reviewing Taylor's Classical
approach and Mayo's Human Relations approach, McGregor
offers a set of sketches representing the philosophy of
of these two different approaches.
.. "theory X" depicting
cue nature of man as looking for external direction,
control and structure, and "theory Y" portraying man as
striving for creativity, self-direction and self-actuali-
sation. I believe the latter of these two is the most
colorful and attractive. It reminds me of Maslov/'s rela-
ted work, "Self-actualization," which symbolizes the poten-
tial efforts of all men. Throughout all of those works I
am impressed with the implied philosophical base, the dif-
ferent effects that each approach has upon people and the
various choices available tc us.
Peering through the door to the right, the one marked
"General .systems Theory," we found ourselves looking do T.ni
a long hallway which allowed for accessibility to the inter-
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related, interacting areas of the building.
. .the building
being a "whole." General systems theory, as discussed,
uas made up of many "laws." These "laws" as halls helped
us get to the idoa that an administrative approach is a
segment of an organization as a whole and, thereby, is a
mental health service.
At 11:00 we listened to language and looked at the
meanings of words. Communication was seen as being basic
to concept of self, confirmation of self and service-deli-
very relationships.
With some surprise, we found that the two louvered
doors to the kitchen had writing on both sides, wintering
the uiochen we road "OFF—DUTY jENBFITS
•
11 Upon re-entry
to the work area, it reads " ON-THE-JOB-BENEFITS. " The
two concepts are part of the same door-way.
The main room of this building was large. It included
many people. This was the -work area where you watched
people apply their skills. V/e observed staff-persons
working together - sharing, supporting and respecting their
differences and their humanness which they hold in common.
At 2:00 consumer-persons entered this room. They inter-
mingled with staff-persons, and relationships developed.
Ue tallied about different administrative environments and
how they detract from or foster self-actualization of con-
sumer-persons .
\'e have, thus, seen the hidden agenda. ..the application
of mental health principles to the administration of a mental
11+9
health organization. We have had a look at the culmination
of values, philosophy and framework—the application of
personal-professional principles. To be effective as per-
sons, administrators, therapists and organizations, I felt
..e needea oo consciously decide upon an approach that was
consistent with our goals as people and organizations. A
humanistically personal approach was said not to be problem-
free, but it did preserve our humanness.
You may or may not have been impressed with the size
of our operation. Either way is 0. X. but it was a size
that we could best take care of... and still maintain our
individual and collective selves.
Year the end of the day, at to be precise, I
discussed creative programming and "The slide Rule Prin-
ciple.” I suggested that ’.re need to avoid a "one service
for all people" concept. .'e need, instead, to recognize
the various characteristics of different population groups
and develop a variety of services, in many settings, from
various staff-persons, for many consumer-person-groups.
In so doing, we can recreate "their place"... a place that
looks, smells, sounds and feels like a comfortable place
for them to be in.
So, we have passed through many doors. A door was
made to open and to close. I hope I have challenged you
to open some new doors... and leave them open.
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You know, I alto would like to hear from you. •
I told you earlier I like feedback and X have missed
uhat 'cod"”« If Y°u llave any ideas you would like to
with me, please write me at 962 Chamberlain Highway,
sington, Connecticut, 06037. I would appreciate thal
Nov; I am heading for the door that leads hone,
way after five and I am hungry. Also, I have a 7;
t/cnnir. match, tonight that I do not wish to miss.
Good i.yej
slic.ro
Ken-
' •
It
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation has focused upon two problems. The first has
been the use of theory and management principles from industrial stud-
ies and experience in the application of administration of human service
delivery organizations. The second problem addressed was the general
format used in writing about administration and theory which tends to
remove formulations from life, rather than offering helpful concepts
about life.
The aim of this presentation was to develop a framework of general
systems theory, concepts of administration and mental health principles
that spelled out various administrative styles and the effect of each
style upon the people related to the organization. Also, the "Slide
Rule Principle" was offered as a tool in humanistic programming for
various population groups
.
The method of study incorporated a review of literature from sig-
nificant writers, an integration of presently known theories into a new
perspective for application in administration, and a frequent use of
personal life experiences to illustrate the meaning and use of these
theories
.
This text develops the position that administration has an ever-
present effect upon people in a wide number of sectors of their lives.
Human service delivery organizations produce services through people
(staff) for people (consumers). Effective services, therefore, are based
upon an administrative style that effects staff-persons in a manner
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consistent with the intended goals of the organization. Thus, if the
agenda is delivery of mental health services, the hidden agenda is the
mental health of the delivery system itself... the people who make up
the organization.
Although focused upon mental health organizations, the thrust of
this dissertation was seen as applicable to all human service organi-
zations whose service goals relate to learning, health care, personal
growth and the quality of life. The effect of an administrative ap-
proach upon staff
-persons and thus on service goals, the size of an
organization and the importance of the Slide-Rule Principle for pro-
gramming for specific population groups are seen as having major impli-
cations for all human service organizations.
Through a review of literature which developed a historical and
philosophical perspective, the discussion pointed up the varied admin-
istrative styles available for our consideration of choice. Each style
is based upon assumptions about the nature of man which are basic to the
described effects upon man. Administrative approaches were seen as
varied, but tended to fall between two extremes .. .the Classical Scien-
tific Management approach as developed in industry and, likewise, used
in most human service organizations, and the Human Relations approach
which promotes self-actualization (creativity, respect, self direction
and personal responsibility).
General systems theory was utilized as the major conceptual frame-
work. Within the concepts of "non-summation", "adaptation", "probable
path", "mirroring" and "constraint", administration was seen as an inte-
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gral, interdependent, interrelated component of an organization. Rather
than viewing administration as the business part of an organization
which gathered together money and people in a place so that others can
deliver service, administration was promoted as a human service to staff
persons and, subsequently, their service to consumer-persons. The po-
sition stated is that only as an administrator/leader created for him/
herself an environment of personal responsibility, openness, closeness,
clear communication and humanness (i.e. good mental health), can that
individual then create an atmosphere of self-actualization for staff-
persons who only then can, in turn, effectively deliver worthwhile
mental health services to others
.
Within the context of an interview with a prospective employee,
communication theory was illustrated and discussed. The concept used
stated that all behavior is a form of communication which defines re-
lationships and confirms or denies the awareness of self. This concept
was applied to administrator/staff and staff/consumer relationships.
Job benefits were listed for review. This listing emphasized
the heavy reliance upon off-duty benefits (e.g. vacation time, sick
leave, etc.). A humanistic approach was seen as also emphasizing the
on-duty benefits of creativity, personal growth and self-direction.
The discussion which followed applied the above framework and con-
cepts to the work-a-day world of staff-persons and consumer-persons.
The general theme followed the premise that a humanistic administrative
style that promoted good mental health was most effective for the in-
volvement and commitment of staff and consumer-persons
.
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Two other aspects of an organization were
ponents of effective human service delivery.
seen as necessary com-
Size of an organization
must be kept within an effectively workable number in order that open
communication and individuality of staff and consumer-persons can be
preserved. Likewise, awareness of population group characteristics
for application to programming for various population groups was seen
as essential for effective services. The "Slide Rule Principle" was
offered as a tool to assist programmers in correlating population group
characteristics with staff and program characteristics. Multi
-program-
ming was described as essential to meeting the different needs and ex-
pectations of the many population groups to be served.
The overall intent of this dissertation has been to develop an
appreciation for the importance of administration in one's daily life,
to develop an awareness of the various administrative styles and their
effects upon people as well as to promote the importance of the need for
consistency between the goals of an organization, the chosen adminis-
trative style of an organization and the intended human services being
offered.
To develop and effectively apply the inter-related theories dis-
cussed, there are several problem areas that need further study, resolu-
tion and dissemination by the scholar as well as the practioner.
The effort for shared leadership within a horizontal organizational
structure and the development of commonality within a staff, is incon-
sistent with the prevalent practice of salary differentials. Common-
ality could presumably include salary commonality, yet the reality of
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competition within a profession and the status differences between pro-
fessional groups presently makes this difficult. This problem appears
to touch upon our social and personal values, priorities and politics.
In like manner, if an administrator has gathered together a group
qf staff members and effective programs that seem to be equally qualified
and necessary, how does one determine staff cuts that may be necessitated
within the present financial stress of the economy? What standards or
values come into play? The answer may lie in the development of a crea-
tive and vastly divergent procedure by which obtaining money and retain-
ing staff can both be obtained.
A third area relates to the value placed upon efficiency in our
society. An administrator may determine via an efficiency study that a
particular treatment modality is more efficient (time/cost/results) than
three other approaches
. Should the one efficient modality be the sole
offering for service? Is consumer choice, differences in population
groups and the array of human values to be included in this consideration?
Similarly, efficiency is often perceived as correlated to account-
ability. Thus far both of these terms are being transposed from the
industrial organization to the human service organization just as dis-
cussed in this dissertation, as industrial management procedures have
inappropriately been adopted for administration of human service organi-
zations. This study has shown the importance of human service organi-
zations using their own knowledge of man in their administrative practice.
In like manner, the social and behavioral scientists need to develop and
propagate a whole new set of constructs and values to re-define these
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business-world terms. And this must be done in such a way that they can
be understood by the businessman who so often controls the financial
resources available to human service organizations
.
A final area suggested for further study relates to power. Admin-
istration is the management of human energies already present within an
organization. Power is often interpreted and used as control over others
The avoidance of this way of seeing power will be greatly enhanced as
skills are developed to use power to obtain win-win situations in con-
trast to win-lose situations. This dissertation has emphasized shared
leadership, the importance of commitment and the value of self-determina-
tion. Further study, however, is needed in the development of skills
that release new ideas and their creative use within a commonly used
framework of human values
. Only then will all available human energies
be put to constructive use. . .constructive to the organization, the
service, the providing-person and the consumer-person.
10:00 BEDTIME READING
I do mo st of my reading after I go to bed. Also, I tend
to be selective in my reading. I think I select mostly by
the mood I am in so I can enjoy and get the most out of
what I am reading. For this reason I have listed below a
bibliography and other selected readings by area of subject
interest. It seems to me this proceedure may be the most
convenient for you, too.
The division of readings will run this i^ay:
I General Systems Theory
II Communication Theory and Problem Solving
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111 Administrative Approaches
I'/ ^eir and Mental Health
s.nd Organization
V Population Groups
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